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their joyiul, never ending support and encouragement, I thank my fellow colleagues at the
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ABSTRACT

The reinforcement detailing prescribed by the present Swedish regulations for the design of
frame corners in concrete civil defence shelters is complicated which makes it difficult to
carry out correctly. Therefore, a simpler method, by which all reinforcement bars are spliced
within the comer region, has been worked out. The aim of the study is to evaluate a new
design proposal and determine whether it is appropriate to replace the conventional
reinforcement detailing with the new kind.

Eight full-scale tests of frame corners subjected to a negative moment (closing of the comer)
were carried out. The parameters varied in the tests were the reinforcement detailing, the
reinforcement ratio, the reinforcement type and the configuration of the reinforcement bars.
Finite element analyses, with material models based on non-linear fracture mechanics and
plasticity, were carried out for frame corners with the new and the conventional reinforcement
detailings. Furthermore, the effects of the weakness of the construction joint, the interaction
between reinforcement and concrete, and the mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement
were examined using this method.

The tests and analyses showed that the conventional and the new reinforcement detailings for
practical purposes are equivalent when using a low reinforcement ratio; they indicated that
this is also the case when using a high reinforcement ratio. Accordingly, this work supports
the idea that the new detailing is suitable to use instead of the conventional reinforcement
detailing. The analyses showed that the bond-slip relation affects the stiffness of the structure
and that it also affects the total deformation capacity. However, its effect on the maximum
load capacity was found to be negligible. Furthermore, it was shown that the mechanical
properties of the steel reinforcement can have a significant effect on the deformation capacity;
after the initial cracking, the weakness of the construction joint has a negligible effect on the
structural behaviour of the frame comer.

Keywords: Concrete, frame corners, splicing of reinforcement, non-linear fracture mechanics,
finite element analysis, bond, shelters for civil defence.
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NOTATIONS

Roman upper case letters

A, cross section area of reinforcement
Du component in stiffness matrix
E, Young's modulus for concrete
E, Young's modulus for steel
F load
I., force camed by reinforcement
Gf fracture energy
I length
P projection matrix

Roman lower case letters

c cohesion
dF, differential quantity of force carried by reinforcement

f(w) softening function

f, compressive strength of concrete

f,,,ub" compressive cube strength of concrete ( 1 50 x 150 x 150 mm)

f,.,vt compressive cylinder strength of concrete (@150 x 300 mm)

f,u ultimate strength of reinforcement

f,, yield strength of reinforcement

t tensile strength of concrete

ft.spt,r cube splitting strength of concrete ( 150 x 150 x 150 mm)
i longitudinal direction
lbo, length of reinforcement bar
l"b*nt length of finite element representing reinforcement bar
n normal direction
r radius of reinforcement loop
s slip
sm mean crack spacing
.r) slip at the point where yielding is obtained
t traction (stress vector acting on a plane or surface), tangential direction, time
u displacement
w crack opening
wu ultimate crack opening
r co-ordinate along reinforcement bars in corner region

) co-ordinate along reinforcement bars in beam and column

N



Greek letters

d stress block factor
as scalar quantity used to describe the Drucker-Prager yield surface
d s scalar quantity used to determine the hardening parameter

P stress block factor, scalar quantity used to describe the Drucker-Prager yield
surface

y ratio of ultimate strength to yield slrength of the reinforcement

Tnod modified value of 1
lnt,,mt value of l corresponding to "normal ratio" steel
A incremental, increment of
A€^na modified incremental strain
6 displacement
8,. concrete strain
€n strain at steel hardening
€r steel strain
e, ult imate steel strain
tP,r,^,or plastic strain in the direction of uniaxial stress
,c hardening parameter

tt factor describing the change in ductility of reinforcement
n projection vector
p rcinforcement ratio
o stress
6t, oz, 6: principal stresses
oc concrete stress
o, steel stress
T bond stress

! bond strength in frictional phase
Tw maximum bond strength
Ty bond stress at the point where yielding is obtained
v Poisson's ratio

0 bu diameter, internal angle of internal friction

Qo initial angle of internal friction

VI dilatancy angle





1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background

When a concrete franre structure is constructed, it is usually cast in two separate stages: first
the casting of the wall, then the casting of the slab. After the casting of the wall, the
reinforcement bars, which will later be bent and spliced into the slab, stick up into the air, see
Figure la. According to the regulations of anchorage length and splicing methods used in
Boverket's Handbook for Concrete Structures BBK 94, Boverket (1994), these bars may be
several meters long. This type of frame corner reinforcement detailing can be difficult to
realise at a building site and is complicated to carry out correctly. Therefore, it would be an
advantage to use a simplified reinforcement detailing. If all the reinforcement could be spliced
within the comer a.rea a simpler procedure, with less risk of incorrect detailing, would be the
result, see Figure 1b.

Figure I Schematic figure of the construction of a concrete frame corner using different
reinforcement detailings: a) splicing in the slab, b) splicing within the corner area.

The present Swedish regulations for the design of civil defence shelters allow the
reinforcement to be spliced in the immediate vicinity of the frame corner, with parts of the
reinforcement splice extended into the corner, Swedish Rescue Service Agency (1994). This

a)



results in a building procedure similar to that described above (Figure 1a) with a
reinforcement detailing thar is time consuming and quite difficult to carry out correctly.
Consequently, the Swedish Rescue Service Agency wanted a simpler reinforcement detailing
to be used in frame corners in civil defence shelters. Therefore, a new design proposal, in
which all the reinforcement bars are spliced within the comer ruea, was worked out. To study
the behaviour of splicing in the reinforced frame corners of shelters, a research project was
initiated ar the Division of Concrete Structures at Chalmers University of Technology, see
Plos (1994a,  b) .

t .2 Aim of the Study

The aim of this research project is to evaluate a new design proposal and to determine whether
it is appropriate to replace the conventional reinforcement detailing with the new kind. To do
this, it is necessary to establish the service criterion that the final structure must fulfil. The
load bearing capacity is of great importance and for safety reasons it is also important that a
concrete structure shows a ductile behaviour that allows redistribution of forces so that a total

collapse of the structure can be avoided. To obtain this, the structure must be capable of large
deformations before final failure. Especially in a civil defence shelter, such ductile behaviour
is of great importance in enabling the structure to withstand severe impact loading without
collapse. The service criterion set up by the Swedish Rescue Service Agency is that the new
reinforcement detailing must withstand loading at least as well as the conventional detailing
so that a safe and ductile structure is obtained.

To determine whether the service criterion is fulfilled, a better understanding of the behaviour
of frame corners under loading to failure and of the structural response in the corner area is
required. Accordingly, two test-series, i.e. a total of eight full-scale test specimens subjected
to negative moment (closing of the corner), were carried out, Plos (1994a, b) and
Johansson (1995). The parameters varied in the tests were the reinforcement detailing, the
reinforcement ratio, the reinforcement type and the configuration of the reinforcement bars.

To study the structural behaviour of the frame corner more thoroughly, the finite element
method was used. Four of the test specimens were analysed using material models based on
non-linear fracture mechanics and plasticity. By using this approach, the progressive cracking
and the strain and stress states can be followed under increased load; which allows a better
understanding of the structural behaviour of the frame corner. Once results obtained using the
finite element models have been confirmed by test results, the finite element method provides
a valuable tool for further studies. Accordingly, in combination with experiments, finite
element analyses significantly increase the feasibility of carrying out parametric studies. In
addition to the difference in the reinforcement detailing, the effects that different parameters
have on the load and deformation capacity of the frame corner, were studied for frame comers
with a low reinforcement ratio, using the non-linear finite element method. The parameters of
interest were:
. the weakness of the construction joint between the first and second castings,
r the bond-slip relation between the reinforcement bars and the sunounding concrete, and
r the mechanical properties of the reinforcing steel bars.



Furthermore, the consequences of incorrect posit ioning of the reinforcement loops in the new

reinforcement detai l ing were examined. Detai led analyses of the effect of the pararneters l isted

above have not been carried out for frame corners with a high reinforcement ratio.

Due to numerical dif f icult ies, i t  was not possible to study the effect of dif ferences in the
mechanical properties of the reinforcing steel bars using finite element models of the frame
corner. lnstead, a simpler model of a canti lever beam was used. This model was then also
used to study more thoroughly the effect of drfferent bond-slip relations for structures with

both high and low amounts of reinforcement.

A l imitat ion of the study carr ied out so far in this project is that al l  tests and analyses have

been carr ied out for stat ic loads. However, a civi l  defence shelter must withstand impulse

loading such as explosrons and fal l ing bui ldings. Consequently, the behaviour of the new

reinforcement detai l ing when subjected to impulse loading needs to be studied.
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2.r

LITERATURE SURVEY

Frame Corners

The bearing capacity of a frame structure depends on the strength of its independent structural
members. To obtain a ductile behaviour in the structure. considerable redistributions of forces

and deformations must be possible. The capacity for this rel ies heavi ly on the detai l ing of the
joint connections; i .e.,  the connections between dif ferent members (e.g. beams and columns)

are of great importance for a sound structural behaviour. Thus, a joint connection must be at

least as strong as the structural members connected to it and show a ductile behaviour in the

ult imate l imit state. ln this section, studies of dif ferent reinforcement detai l ings in frame

corners are briefly presented; the term "frame corner" is used to describe a corner joint

connecting two structural members, such as a beam and a column or a slab and a wall, at an

angle of 90o.

Concrete frame comers can be separated into two principal types: those subjected to a positive

moment (opening of the corner) and those subjected to a negative moment (closing of the

corner), see Figure 2. lt has been found by testing that the reinforcement detailing in frame

corners subjected to positive moment is more sensitive than that in frame corners subjected to

negative moment, see Mayfield et al.  (1911), Ni lsson and l-osberg (1976); consequently, the

main effort of experimental studies has been concentrated on posit ive moment. Extensive

experimental studies on frame corners subjected to positive moment have been conducted by

several researchers, see Swann (1969), Mayfield er al.  t .1972), Ni lsson (1973), Skettrup

et al. (1985). Many different reinforcement detailings with different reinforcement ratios have

been investigated; the experimental work done by Nilsson has resulted in detai l ing

recommendations, Ni lsson (1973), Ni lsson and Losberg (1976).

Some studies of frame corners subjected to negative moment have also been reported, see

Swann (1969), Mayfield er al.  (197 1), Yuan et al.  (1982),Znuzou and Haldane (1993),

P los(1994b)andLuo e ta l . (1994) .  A l i te ra tu resurveyof  workdone,be fore  l9T3,oncorners

and joints subjected to posit ive and negative moment can be found in Nilsson (1973).

However, only tests on frame corners sublected to a negative moment and with reinforcement

detailings similar to that examined in this study are mentioned here, see Table l. The work of

Plos is of special interest since it has functioned as a basis for the study presented in this

thesis.

b )a)
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Figure 2 Frame corner subjected
bending moment.

J

to: a) a positive bending moment and b) a negative



Table I Test results on frame comers with reinforcement detail ings similar to that
presented in this study. Efficiency is defined as the ultimate load observed in the
test divided by the estimated load capacity.

Researcher Researcher's

reference

number

Detail ing Reinforce-

ment ratio

t%l

Efficiency

Swann (  1969) r03

104

106

conventional

new

new

3.0 0.78

0.76

0.80

Mayfield et al.  (1971)l t -3
I A

) - z

4A-2

2-3

a A

conventional

conventional

conventional

conventional

new

new

0.66 r .25

l . J  I

t . 27

1 .34

0.94

t . t - t

Luo et al. (199q2 CJSa-4

CJSa-6

CJSb- I

new

new

new

r .39 t  r .23

t.04 I 0.82

t . 39  / 1 .23

r.00

t .27

1.09

Lightweight concrete used
'Different reinforcement ratios in column (first value) and beam (second value)

The frame corner specimens tested by Swann (1969) had a very high reinforcement ratio. Due
to bearing failure of the concrete within the corner, all of his specimens failed at a value below
estimated strength. However, Swann concluded that a larger efficiency ratio could probably be
attained by using a lower reinforcement ratio or bars of smaller dimensions (Swann used bars
l9 mm in diameter).

In the tests carried out by Mayfield et al. (1971), light weight concrere was used. In all but one
of the test specimens the efficiency ratio exceeded unity. They concluded that in frame corners
subjected to a negative moment the "corner detailing is not important".

All specimens reached a ioad level equal to or higher than estimated in the tests carried out by
Luo et al. (1994). It was concluded that the reinforcement ratio togerher with the yield
strength of the steel and the compressive concrete strength had a significant effect on the
mode of failure.

Sections with spliced reinforcement bars are possible zones of weakness; therefore, it is a
common practice to splice the bars where the moments are as small as possible. In the cunent



practice for design of frame structures, the structurai members are usually represented with

their system lines. Thus, when the assumption of beam theory is used, the largest forces are

obtained in the joints; this is the reason why the reinforcement must not be spliced in joint

connections, according to Boverket's Handbook for Concrete Structures, BBK 94, see

Boverket (1994). However, the assumption of beam theory is not applicable in a disturbed

region such as a corner joint, Coll ins and Mitchell (1991). ln a frame comer subjected to

negative moment, the tensile forces in the reinforcement bars are, prior to cracking within the

corner, very low compared with that in the members connecting the joint where the plastic

hinges develop. Hence. it should be appropriate to splice the reinforcement bars within the

corner region. To study this alternative, two test series have been conducted at Chalmers

University of Technology, see Plos (1994b), It was concluded in both static and fatigue tests

(reinforcement ratio = 0.56 Vo), that splicing of the reinforcement within the corner area had

no significant effect of the behaviour of frame corners subjected to negative moment. There

were no indications of anchorage failure along the lap lengths. Detailed finite element

analyses using non-linear fracture mechanics have since been carried out to further study the

static tests; the analyses supported the idea that it would be appropriate to splice the

reinforcement within the corner area, see PIos (1995), Lundgren and Plos (1996). Another test

series of reinforcement detailing in frame corners for civil defence shelters has also been

carried out, see Plos (1994a, b). However, since the work is closely related to the study

presented in this thesis, it is not discussed here; it is instead treated in the Sections 3 and 4'

where it is referred to as the first test series.

The constant threat of earthquakes in some regions of the world have led to the dedication of

significant effort, in the three past decades, to the study of structures subjected to seismic

loading. The high risk of loss of lives in earthquakes makes it most important to obtain a

ductile behaviour in structures subjected to this kind of loading. Consequently, the behaviour

of the connections between different parts of a stntcture (e.g. beams and columns) is crucial,

since it is here that the largest forces often occur. Therefore, several researchers have been

studying beam-column joint connectiOns subjected to seismic loading, e.g. Hanson and

Connor (1967), Paulay et al. (1918), Tsonos et aI. (\991), Robertson and Dunani (1992),

Cheung et aI. (1993), Restrepo et al. (1995). A parametric investigation of the joint mechanics

for tests carried out by researchers in the USA, Japan and New Zealand, is presented in

Bonacci and Pantazopoulou (1993). The behaviour of structures subjected to seismic loading

is not dealt with in this thesis.

) ) Fracture Mechanics for Concrete

The fracture mechanics models commonly used for concrete originate from studies of the
initiation and propagation of a crack in a uniaxial concrete tensile test. In a concrete structure,
cracking occurs mainly perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress when the tensile strength
of concrete is reached. In Figure 3 the failure development of a crack in a concrete specimen
subjected to increasing tensile deformation is sketched; a t)?ical mean stress-displacement
relation for such a test specimen is shown in Figure 4. When the specimen is loaded in

tension, microcracks form at local weak points (Figure 3b) and under increasing load these
microcracks become connected to each other and are localised to a fracture zone at the
weakest section (Figure 3c). After the maximum load is reached, the tensile strength in the
fracture zone decreases with increasing deformation, while the strain outside the zone
decreases (Figure 3d). Eventually, a true crack that cannot transmit any tensile stresses is



formed in the zone (Figure 3e). The concrete around the formed crack, which has never
reached the tensile strength, wil l then unload and a redistribution of stresses and deformations
in the structure takes place.
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Figure 3 Stages in the formation of a crack in a concrete specimen subjected to increasing
tensile deformation.
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Once a fracture zone has formed, the stress transferred through the zone depends upon the

crack opening w'and can be defined as o, - 
f(w), see Figure 4. Here,f(w1is a function that

describes the softening behaviour of the pure concrete. The area under the softening curve,

/w), represents the energy release when concrete cracks and is, according to Hillerborg

et al. (1916), the mean energy per unit area of a formed crack. This energy is called the

fracture energy and is denoted Gr. Fracture mechanics for concrete and concrete structures in

general is treated by Elfgren et al. (1989).

In finite element modelling of cracks in concrete, there are two common concepts for treating

cracks: the discrete crack approach and the smeared crack approach. In this section, only the

principal differences in the two approaches are mentioned. More thorough descriptions of the

discrete and the smeared crack approaches have been published by for instance Rots (1988)

and Plos (1995). A review ofprevious studies ofconcrete structures using the f ini te element

method can be found in Kwak and Filippou ( 1990).

In the discrete crack approach, the crack is modelled as a geometrical discontrnuity and

separate elements are used to simulate the cracks and the material between the cracks. ln the

fictitious crack model presented by Hillerborg et al. (1916), the fracture zone is modelled as a

fictitious crack of initial width equal to z.ero. The behaviour of the crack is then described by a

stress-crack opening relat ion. The crack band model of Bazant and Oh (1983) is a similar

approach; here the fracture zone is modelled with a band of a given width. However, in this

model, the local ised deformations are smeared out within the band, result ing in a response that

can be described by a stress-strain relat ion. Thus. the continuum of strains and stresses are

preserved in the model. Since separate elements are used to model a crack in the discrete

crack approach, the possible crack path must be assumed in advance and the finite element

mesh arranged so that the crack path follows the element boundaries. This is a serlous

drawback of the approach: a great amount of work is required to establish the FE mesh since

the user has to decide where and how the cracks may arise. It also imposes a limitation on the

spontaneous crack pattem.

According to Rots (1988), the smeared crack approach is the counterpart ofthe discrete crack

approach. Here, the localised non-lineanty of the crack is "smeared" out over the finite

element, i.e. all the matenal deformations, including the crack, is considered in the same

element. Accordingly, a cracked sol id is modelled as a continuum al lowing the cracked

material to be described with a stress-strain relation. As this means that the crack pattem need

not be taken into account in advance, the smeared crack approach is a more attractive

procedure than the discrete crack approach.

Interaction between Steel and Concrete

In a composite material such as reinforced concrete, the interaction between the reinforcement
bars and the sunounding concrete is of great importance. The forces transmitted between a
deformed reinforcement bar and the concrete can be described by a relation between shear
stresses, also known as bond stresses, and the local displacement (slip) of the bar. According
to Lutz and Gergely (1967), bond is made up of three components: chemical adhesion,
friction, and the mechanical interaction between concrete and steel. However, according to
Gambarova et al. (1989), adhesion and friction are quickly lost when a bar is loaded in
tension; consequently, the bond stresses for deformed bars are transferred mainly by contact

2.3
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between the reinforcement ribs and the concrete. The difference in strain of steel and concrete
causes a reinforcement bar to slip in relation to the surrounding concrete. According to
Tepfers ( I 973), the slip of the reinforcement bar causes both shear stresses along the bar and
stresses normal to the mean surface. see Figure 5; the normal stresses generate splitting forces
radiating out from the bal.

An interface model can be used to describe the constitutive relation in terms of tractions
acting on the mean contact surface and of localised deformations that occur in addition to the
overall strains in the concrete closest to the reinforcement bar. The general incremental
traction-displacement relation for the interface can be expressed as

D,,

D,,

D.,

( l )

where index / denotes longitudinal direction, index n normal direction, and index , tangential
direction of the interface which is oriented along the mean surface of the reinforcement bar.
The traction and the slip in the tangential direction are often negligible, which results in an
approximate relation according to equation (2). Various bond-slip relations, D71 in equations
(1) and (2), based on work carried out by Eligehausen e/ a/. (1983), can be found in the CEB-
FIP Model Code. CEB (1993).

Research on the effect of bond in reinforced concrete using non-linear fracture mechanics has
been carried out by, among others, Rots (1988), Kwak and Filippou (1990), and
Noghabai ( 1995); a review of the use of fracture mechanics in modelling bond can be found in
Noghabai. For a more thorough description of the bond concept, see CEB (1981),
Engstrcim (1992) and Magnusson (1997).

a)

<_
F,

Figure 5 a) Contact stresses on a deformed bar embedded in concrete. b) Representation
of these stresses bv traction comDonents on the mean contact surface.

b)
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3.1

3.1.1

EXPERIMENTS

Test Specimens

Dimensions and reinforcement

To gain a better understanding of the behaviour of frame corners under loading to failure, two

test series, each containing of four full-scale specimens, were carried out. [n this thesis the

emphasis is on the second test series; more thorough information about the first test series can

be found in Plos (1994a, b). The dimensions oithe specimens in the second test series were

the same as in the test series carried out by Plos, and are shown in Figure 6. The test

specimens were reinforced with deformed bars of reinforcement type K500; this type has

higher strength but lower ductility than the Ks 40 S reinforcement used by Plos, see Figure 7.
All four specimens were cast with the new reinforcement detaiiing shown in Figure 8; that is

all reinforcement bars were spliced within the frame corners. This was accomplished by using

reinforcement loops. The legs of the loops were spliced to the main reinforcement in both the

column and the beam. To compensate for the risk of lower structural strength at the frame

corner due to the construction joint, the reinforcement ratio of the loops was increased by
25 Vo, in accordance with the Swedish Shelter Regulat ions, Swedish Rescue Service
Agency (1994). However, forthe specimens with new detai l ing tested by Plos, the amount of

reinforcement was unequal in the sections adjacent to the frame corner, see Figure 8 and

Table 2.

21 50

2 1 5 0  I

i l_J,*
A-A

Construction
joint

Figure 6 Dimensions of the full scale specimens used in the two test series.

f---..-l
I*l

1 0



Tensile force [kN]
l 50-

Figure 7 Mechanical properties of 16 mm
Ks 40 S used in the first test series.
test senes.

150 200
Strain [0-3]

diameter reinforcement bars of two types:
Plos (1994a, b), and K500 used in the second

0.25 A, 1 .25  A,

Figure 8 Detailing of the reinforcement according to: a) the conventional method, and b)
the new altemative.

Two of the specimens (denoted RV5 and RV6) had a large amount of longitudinal
reinforcement, 5 Ql6, approximately equal to the maximum allowed reinforcement ratio in
agreement with the Swedish Shelter Regulations. The other two specimens (denoted RV7 and
RV8) had a longitudinal reinforcement amount of 3 pl0, approximately equal to the
corresponding minimum allowed reinforcement ratio. The same amount of longitudinal
reinforcement was used on both the compressive and tensile sides of the beam and the
column, see Figure 8 and Table 2. For each reinforcement ratio. one specimen was reinforced
with the spliced reinforcement loops placed in contact with each other (RV5 and RV7); in the
other specimens, the loops were placed with space between each other (RV6 and RV8), see
Figure 9. Drawings of the specimens in the second test series is shown in Appendix A; for
further information, see Johansson (1995).

b)a)

l t
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specimens in the second test series with low reinforcement ratio, a different concrete quality
was delivered for the casting of the beams. This quality exhibited a somewhat higher splitt ing
and compressive strength but a lower value of Young's modulus of elasticity. However, the
fracture energy was only about half that of the ordinary concrete of quality K30. The strength
of the concrete used was determined by tests on cubes ( 150 mm) and cylinders
(0150 x 300 mm), according to Swedish standard, BST Byggstandardiseringen (1987), and is
presented in Table 3. The strength of the concrete was determined at the age of 28 days and on
the day that the specimens were tested. The fracture energy was determined according to the
recommendations of RILEM (1985) at a concrete age of between 29 and 32 days. The
mechanical properties of the reinforcement are presented in Figure 10.

Table 3 The strength of the concrete used in the test specimens (mean value of three
specimens).

Not determined for the concrete used in the soecimens in the first test series
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3.2 Test Set-up and Test Procedure

The frame corner specimens were tested in a vertical test rig, see Figure I l. The specimens
were braced in the horizontal direction at the loading and support points, allowing
displacements only along the loading line. The load was applied by a hydraulic jack and the
magnitude of the load was measured by a load cell. The total deflection along the loading line
was measured by electronic displacement transducers. Strain gauges were used to measure the
strain in the reinforcement loops (length 6 mm) as well as on the concrete (length 60 mm) at
the inside of the frame corner, see Figure 12.

The load was initially applied in load increments of 5 kN for the specimens with the low
reinforcement ratio and in load increments of l0 kN for the specimens with the high
reinforcement ratio. To make it easier to follow the behaviour of the frame corner near the
maximum load, the load increment was halved when a non-linear structural response was
observed (at 25 kN and 120 kN for the specimens with low and high reinforcement ratios,
respectively). When large time dependent deformations started to occur, the load level was
kept constant unti l the displacement was less than 0.01 mm/s.

Hydraulic jack
[.oad cell ;Displacement

Pendulum brace -. transducer

Construction
loint

Figure I I Test set-up of frame corner specimens.
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Figure 12 Position of strain gauges on reinforcement and on concrete.
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3.3

3.3.1

Failure Development

General observations

During the init ial  loading, two pnmary cracks were observed close to the frame corner in al l

the specimens, one in each section adjacent to the corner, see Figure 13. In al l  specimens

except RV5, the f irst crack was observed at the construction.yoint. When yielding was reached

in the reinibrcement bars, the deformations were concentrated to the frame comer region and

plastic hinges developed on both sides of the corner for al l  specimens. AII specimens showed

ducti le behaviour.

Construction

.yoint

,, Crack section II

Figure 13 Sections where the two primary cracks were first observed during the initial
loading.

3.3.2 Specimens with high reinforcement ratio

For specimens RV5 and RV6, very few cracks were observed outside the immediate vicinity
of the frame corner. The behaviour of the two specimens was similar and the maximum load
was determined for both specimens by spalling of the concrete side cover in the frame corner,
see Figure 14. According to Boverket's Handbook for concrete Structures, BBK 94, Boverket
(1994), this failure should not have occured for the combination of bar diameter, bending
radius of the reinforcement loops and concrete cover used in the specimens. That the concrete
side cover spalled off anyway indicates that the recommendations in BBK 94 are not
applicable for this kind of reinforcement detailing. Before the spalling occurred, the largest
cracks for both specimens were observed in crack section II (according to Figure 13).

Both specimens obtained considerable plastic rotation and the maximum load was
approximately the same. Specimen RV5 still showed ductile behaviour when the test had to be
stopped because of the obliquity of the hydraulic jack. Specimen RV6 was deformed until two
of the reinforcement loops were tom off.

3.3.3 Specimens with low reinforcement ratio

ln tests of the specimens with low reinforcement ratio, cracks were formed with a spacing of
approximately 0.2 meters between them in both the beam and the column. The two specimens
behaved similarly and the maximum load was the same. The cracks that led to failure
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appeared in crack section II  for specimen RV7. For specimen RVE. the decisive crack
a p p e a r e d i n s e c t i o n l . a l o n g t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n j o r n t . s e e F i g u r e  1 - 5 . F o r h o t h s p e c i m e n s . r h e f i r s t
c rack  was observed in  the  cons t ruc t ron  jo in t  a t  a  load leve l  lo*er  than expec ted  ra t  about
l0  k \  cornpared to  an  erpec ted  load o f  about  20  k \ t .  Th is  ind ica tes  tha t  the  tens t le  \ t rength
across  the  cons tmct ion  jo in t  u 'as  lower  than in  the  concre te  c lose  to  r t .  rvh ich  resu l tcd  in  a
loca l i sed  ueakness  in  the  co lumn ad iacent  to  the  cor lc r  a rea .

For the specimens with lou reinforcement rat io the marrmum load u'as reache{ aftcr.
c0ns tderab le  p las t rc  ro ta t ron  in  the  \ec t ions  ad iacent  Io  the  f ra l le  corner .  The n t i t x i rnunt
( l c l i ) l r l l i l l l ( ) l l  t i l r  h t l th  thcse  specr r lc l )s  \ \ l r s  i i rn r ted  br  rup tur r  ( ) t  lhc  rc i r )1 ' ( ) fcc t l cn l  i l l l cc
r r - rn l r ) rcc l rcn I  loops  in  each spec in ten  \ \e re  to rn  o f f ) .

Figure l '1  Speci rnens R\ '5  ( le i r )  and RV6 l r ight tat  rhe end o i ' rhe resr

Figure l -5 Speci rnens RV7 ( le i r )  and RV8 rr isht rat  rhe end ( )1 ' the resr
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3.4 Test Results

The structural behaviour of the frame comer specimens is described by the load-displacement
relation and the distribution of tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the corner. The
relations between load and vertical displacement for test specimens RV5 to RV8 are shown in
Figures l6 and 17. Except for RV5, all specimens had some of their reinforcement bars torn
off. A plateau can be seen clearly in the load-displacement curves for the specimens with the
low reinforcement ratio. Due to spalling of the concrete side cover, this was not the case for
the specimens with high reinforcement ratio. The load-displacement relations for test
specimens RVI to RV4, presented by Plos (1994a, b), are shown in Figure 18. That the load
capacities obtained for the specimens with conventional detailing were higher than those fbr
the specimens with the new detailing is explained by the unequal capacities of the sections
adjacent to the corner with the new detailing, Figure 8 and Table 2. The maximum load and
the maximum displacement at the end of the test are shown for all specimens in Table 4.

I-,oad, F [kN] + Specimen RV5

+ Specimen RV6

Displacement,6 [mm]

Figure 16 had-displacement relations for the test specimens with high reinforcement ratio.
In both specimens, the maximum load capacity was limited due to spalling of the
side concrete cover in the frame comer.
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Figure l7 l,oad-displacement relations for the test specimens with low reinforcement ratio.
Both specimens had their maximum displacement l imited by rupture of the
reinforcement bars.
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Figure 18 l,oad-displacement relations for the frame corner specimens of the test series
carried out by Plos (1994a, b).
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Table 4 Test results for the eight specimens. Results for specimens RVI to RV4 have been
taken from Plos ( 1994a. b).

'Unequal amount of reinforcement in beam and column, see Figure 8 and Table 2

The distribution of tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame corner for different
load levels is shown in Figures l9 and 20; the force-curves overlap in the middle of the frame
corner where the reinforcement bars were overlapped. The tensile force varied in a similar
way for all four test specimens. The highest values of the tensile forces were reached in the
cross sections adjacent to the corners (sections I and tr according to Figure l3). For all test
specimens, yielding was initiated in the reinforcement bars before the maximum load was
reached. Measured strain (mean value over a length of 60 mm) in the concrete at the inside of
the frame corner never exceeded 2.5 10-'and 2.0. 10-'for the specimens with high and low
reinforcement ratios, respectively.
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Figure l9 Distribution of tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame corner at
different load levels for the soecimens with hish reinforcement ratio.
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Figure 20 Distribution of tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame corner at
different load levels for the specimens with low reinforcement ratio.

Discussion

In the first test series, carried out by Plos, the specimens with conventional reinforcement
detailing were found to have a somewhat higher load capacity than those with new detailing.
This was because of the greater arnount of reinforcement, prescrib€d for the cross-section with
the construction joint (section I in Figure 13), that continued through the other critical cross-
section (section II in Figure 13) for the conventional reinforcement detailing. For the new
detailing, the amount of reinforcement crossing section II was less than that crossing section I,
see Figure 8, which resulted in unequal strength in the sections adjoining the corner.
Consequently, a plastic hinge developed only in the weaker cross section of the specimens
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with new detailing, and at a lower load than for the specimens with conventional detailing.
Therefore, in the second test series, the adjoining sections of the frame comer were designed
to be of equal strength, see Figure 8. With this modification, plastic hinges developed at both
sides of the frame corner, i.e. a similar behaviour was exhibited for specimens reinforced with
either type of detailing.

In the second test series, the specimens with high reinforcement ratio behaved similarly. The
maximum load was nearly the same and the load-displacement curves were similar. Because
of the spalling of the concrete side cover in the frame corners, a somewhat lower maximum
load capacity than expected was obtained. Also, the plateau in the load-displacement relation,
observed for the specimens with high reinforcement ratio in the first test series, did not
appear. One can assume that when the concrete spalling occurred, the outermost
reinforcement bars ceased to carry any load and the remaining reinforcement bars were left to
balance the compression force in the concrete. This means that the load capacity of the
structure decreased and that the load-displacement plateau would appear at a lower load level.
The response of the test specimens, in particular of specimen RV5, corresponded fairly well to
this assumption. When the maximum load was reached, it fell because of the spalling after
which a plateau can be discemed in the load-displacement curye for a load of about 90 kN.
Thus, theoretically, if the spalling had not occurred, the specimens with high reinforcement
ratio probably would have obtained a plateau at the maximum load level.

Both of the specimens with low reinforcement ratio, in the second test series, showed similu
ductility. The plateau in the load-dispiacement relations at maximum load did appear clearly
for these specimens. The maximum loads were the same and the displacements were of the
same magnitude. There were no indications that the difference in the configuration of the
reinforcement bars had any influence on the response of the specimens.

Three of the specimens in the second test series had some reinforcement bars torn off. The use
of a less ductile reinforcement type, K500, contributed to this behaviour. Thus, if the more
ductile reinforcement type Ks 40 S had been used, a greater deformation before collapse of the
specimens would have been obtained. No tests with the conventional reinforcement detailing
and the new, less ductile, reinforcement type were carried out.

An approximate comparison was made between the load capacity of the specimens used in the
second test series and that of the specimens with conventional reinforcement detailing tested
by Plos (specimens RV1 and RV3). Classic calculation methods for reinforced beam analyses,
with the compressive zone described by stress block factors a and p according to the Concrete
Handbook design, AB Svensk Byggtjiinst and Cementa AB (1990), were used to estimate the
load capacities of the specimens. Estimated load capacities for the specimens compared are
listed in Table 5.
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Table 5 Comparison of load capacity between the specimens in the second test series and
the specimens with the conventional reinforcement detai l ing tested by Plos.
Eff iciency is defined as ult imate load observed in test divided by the estimated
maximum load capacity.

Test

senes

Test

specimen

Estimated

maximum load

tkNl

Maximum load

in the tests

tkNl

Efficiency

R V I

RV3

t57

40

115

44

l . l l

l . l 0

2 RV5

RV6

RV7

RV8

t 6 5

- t l

14',7

1 5 0

A '

A 1

0.89

0 .91

i . l 4

1 . r 4

The estimated maximum load capacities were lower than those observed in the tests, except
for the specimens where the concrete side cover spalled off (RV5 and RV6). Because of the
spalling of the concrete side cover for the specimens with high reinforcement ratio, a direct
comparison cannot be made between the specimens with conventional and new detailing.
However, the calculated estimations indicate that the load capacity of specimens RV5 and
RV6 would have been somewhat higher than that of specimen RVl, if the spalling of the
concrete side cover had not occurred, and provided the two different reinforcement detailings
of the specimens were equivalent.

For the specimens with low reinforcement ratio, a direct comparison is possible. The
differences between the estimated and the observed maximum load capacities for specimens
RVl, RV7 and RV8 are similarly small. Furtherrnore, a similar plateau in the load-
displacement relation was observed in all three specimens. Accordingly, for the specimens
with low reinforcement ratio, approximately the same load and deformation capacity were
obtained when using the conventional and the new reinforcement detailing.



4

4.1

NON-LINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

General

Material Models

Modelling of the concrete

The crack model for tension

One of the aims of this study was to gain a better understanding of the structural behaviour of
frame corners under loading to failure and of the response in the corner area. One way to
achieve this is by carrying out many experiments in which different pararneters are varied.
However, not only is this quite expensive but i t  cannot be counted on to give al l  the
information needed. Another approach is to make use of the advanced computational

techniques avai lable today. By using the non-l inear f ini te element method, in which the
concrete material models are based on non-linear fracture mechanics to account for cracking,
together with plasticity models for the reinforcement steel and the concrete in compression,
the need for experiments can be geatly reduced. ln such a finite element analysis, it is
possible to evaluate the stresses and deformations of a stmcture more thoroughly than can be
done in an experiment. However, the experiments cannot be completely replaced, since they
are still needed to check that the finite element simulations correspond to the tests. This means
that even if both methods have their advantages when used alone, they can become an even
more powerful tool when used together. Accordingly, in combination with the experiments,
the use of non-linear finite element analyses will result in a better understanding of the
mechanical behaviour in a structure during loading to failure.

The test specimens were analysed using the finite element programme DIANA, TNO (1993).

Two-dimensional plane stress models were used to simulate the concrete. The cracking of the
concrete was modelled using the smeared crack concept with fixed cracks. The non-linearity

of concrete in compression and the steel reinforcement were accounted for by plasticity

models. The specimens were modelled at two different levels of detail. A relatively coarse

mesh, assuming perfect bond between the reinforcement bars and the concrete, was used to

simulate the general response of the specimens. To compare the new and the conventional

reinforcement detailings a refined element model, taking into account the interaction between

reinforcement and concrete. with a more dense mesh was used. This model was also used to

examine the influence of such parameters as the interaction between the reinforcement and the

concrete, the weakness of the construction joint, and the mechanical properties of the

reinforcing steel. Thorough information about the material data used in the FE analyses can be
found in Johansson (1995. 1996).

4.2

4.2.r

4.2.t.1

ln the analyses used here, cracking is taken into consideration by using a constant stress cut-
off criterion. This means that once the maximum principal tensile stress reaches the tensile
strength, independent of the other principal stresses, a crack is initiated perpendicular to the
principal stress, see Figure 21. The orientation ofthe crack is then stored and the material
response perpendicular to the crack is determined by a stress-strain relation, reflecting the
effect of the softening relation flw), for the cracked material volume. Additional cracks may
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appear at the same location but their formation is restricted to a minimum angle (here set to
60") to previous cracks. When the cracked concrete is unloaded, the secant unloading modulus
is used as tangent stiffness so that the strain across the crack is reduced linearly to zero as the
stress approaches zero, see Figure 22. Thus, in the model used, a crack closes completely
when the stress reaches zero.

To simulate the softening curve of the concrete, a bilinear stress-crack opening relation,
according to recommendations given in Gylltoft (1983), was used, see Figure 23. The fracture
energy, Gp, was together with the tensile strength,/, used to calculate the value of the ultimate
crack opening, w,. To get the stress-strain relation for the concrete where the reinforcement
bars were modelled assuming perfect bond, the mean crack distance, s- (= 0.2 m), observed
from the test specimens was used. Approximate strain values were determined by dividing the
ultimate crack opening by the mean crack distance. However, as an approximation to consider
the higher stiffness in the structure, due to the effects of tension stiffening, the gradient of the
descending part of the stress-strain curve was halved for the concrete where perfect bond was
assumed. In the models where the interaction between the reinforcement and the concrete is
simulated by using separate elements for the reinforcement bars and the concrete, the crack
distribution is given by the analysis, which means that the tension stiffening effect is
considered automatically. Since the smeared cracking of each element represents the
development of one real crack, the stress-strain relation of the cracked concrete depends on
the length of the finite element. Therefore, in the area where the interaction was taken into
account, the crack width was divided by the element lensths to determine the softenins stress-
strain relation.

The tensile strength in MPa used in the analyses was determined, according to the CEB-FIP
Model Code. CEB (1993). as

(3)f, =o.to(f,.,r,)'' '

where /].""1 was the cylinder compressive strength of the specimens on the testing day, see
Table 3.

Compression yield
surface

Tension cut-off
criterion

Figure2l Tension cut-off criterion and compression yield surface in: a) the o-?plane when
6t = 6z > dr , and b) in the o,-orplane (plane stress: d; = 0).

a)

Compression
yield surface
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Fisure22 Stiffness used in the analyses for unloaded concrete in compression and tension

w u l 6

Figure 23 Bilinear stress-crack opening relation simulating the concrete softening curve. The
shape of the curve was based on recommendations given in Gylltoft ( 1983).

4.2.1.2 The plasticity model for compression

In compression, the response of the concrete was accounted for by an elastic-plastic model.
The elastic stress-state was limited by a Drucker-Prager yield surface, see Figure 21. Once
yielding had occuned, an associated flow rule with isotropic hardening was used. In DIANA,
the Drucker-Prager yield surface is evaluated from the current stress state, the angle of internal
friction, p, and the cohesion, c, see Appendix B. When concrete in compression is unloaded,
the initial elastic stiffness is used, see Figure 22.

The angle of intemal friction in concrete was, in accordance with recommendations given in
the DI.ANA manual, approximated to be d = 30o and the cohesion, c ,used in the analyses was
calculated as

I  -  s i n0
c = J r.n 1( € f,n,^,ot ) 

-=------:-
z c o s @
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where /..,,1 (€Pun,*,ot) was the compressive strength as a function of the plastic straln in the
direction of the uniaxial stress, evaluated from standard uniaxial tests on cylinders, see
Table 3. Poisson's ratio was. accordinq to recommendations in BBK 94. Boverket (1994).

app rox ima ted tov=0 .20

The strain hardening of the concrete, specified in the analyses, were determined on uniaxial
cylinder tests in which concrete from the same batch as the test specimens was used. In these
tests the stress-strain curve could be registered only to the maximum stress, which is why the
remaining part of the stress-strain curve was determined using the cylinder compression
strength in accordance with the Concrete Design Handbook, AB Svensk Byggdiinst and
Cementa AB (1990) and CEB-FIP Model Code, CEB (1993). In the analyses, the strain
hardening of the compressed concrete was described by a cohesion-hardening parameter
relation, see Appendix B.

4.2.2 Modelling of the reinforcement

The reinforcement bars in the specimens were modelled with either the DIANA option
"embedded reinforcements" or separate steel elements using truss elements. In the embedded

reinforcement option, the reinforcement does not have separate degrees of freedom; instead

the strength and stiffness of the concrete elements are increased in the direction of the
embedded reinforcement. With this model, perfect bond is assumed between the

reinforcement and the surrounding material. When the interaction between the reinforcement

and the concrete was taken into consideration, the reinforcement bars were modelled by

separate elements, using truss elements in combination with interface elements, see Section

4.2.3.The von Mises yield criterion with associated flow and isotropic strain hardening was

used to describe the constitutive behaviour of the reinforcement. The modulus of elasticity and

the mechanical properties of the reinforcement used in the FE analyses are shown in

Appendix B. The Poisson's ratio was set to 0.3.

When testing a reinforcement bal to obtain its material properties, the plastic deformations
will localise to a short length of the bar once the ultimate strength of the steel material has
been reached. However, the strain in the stress-strain relation obtained from such a test is
calculated from the extension of the bar divided by the length of the bar. Thus, the locaiised
deformations are smeared out over the whole length of the bar tested. Therefore, to take this
into consideration when determining the stress-strain relation of the steel used in the analyses,
the localised deformations were smeared out over one reinforcement element, which resulted
in a less steep stress-sffain relation for the softening branch. The strain exceeding the strain at
maximum stress was modified according to equation (5), see Figure 24.

A€n o = ot#, (5)

Here, 16o, denotes the length of the reinforcement bar used when determining the stress-strain
relation of the steel (= 400 mm) and l,p*n, denores the lenglh of the finite element
representing the bar in the FE analyses (= 50 mm).
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Figure 24 Determination of the modified stress-strain relation used in the FE analyses to take
into consideration the localised deformations of the reinforcement bar after
maximum stress. The modified strain /to,,,i is determined according to
equation (5).

In this work, the importance of the mechanrcal properties of the reinforcing steel in the

deformation capacity of the frame comer was studied. The ratio 1of the ultimate strengthiu to
the yield strength,frr can. accordrng to Oberg (1976), have a considerable effect on the
rotational capacity of a structure. A high value of y, see equation (6), means that the yielding
of the reinforcement bars is more likely to occur over a larger area, resulting in an enhanced
del'ormation capacity of a structure.

Here f,, and /,, denote the yield strength and ultimate strength, respectively, of the "normal

ratio" stress-strain relation, see Figure 25. In the detailed FE analyses, three different stress-
strain relations ofthe steel reinforcement, denoted "high ratio", "normal ratio" and "low ratio",
were studied; the "normal ratio" corresponded to the stress-strain relation of the steel used in
test specimens RV7 and RV8 and the "high ratio" and "low ratio" stress-strain relations were

evaluated from the "normal ratio" relation using a factor g according to equation (7). For
detailed information about the determination of the "hieh ratio" and the "low ratio" stress-
strain relations, see Johansson (1996).
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Figure 25 Determination of the three different stress-strain relations of the steel
reinforcement used in the detarled FE analyses. The "normal ratio" stress-strain
relation is based on the reinforcement used in test specimens RV7 and RV8,

Johansson (1995).

Interaction between reinforcement and concrete

The interaction between the reinforcement bars and the surrounding concrete was taken into
consideration only in the detailed analyses. ln the analyses of the general response, perfect
bond was assumed, see Section 4.2.2. ln DIANA, the bond-slip relation between the
reinforcement and the concrete is modelled using interface elements. The off-diagonal terms
are set to zero and a non-linear bond-siip relation in the longitudinal direction is used together
with a linear relation in the normal direction, see equation (8). In the model no normal
expansion is caused by the slip of a bar; thus, radial stresses do not arise in the concrete
around a bar. Consequently, splitting failures cannot be modelled. Instead, the effect of
splitting has to be included in the non-linear bond-slip relation.

An example of the FE modelling of the reinforced concrete used in the detailed analyses is
shown in Figure 26. The steel reinforcement bars, modelled by truss elements, are positioned
at the edge between the two concrete elements. Separate nodes are used to define the truss
elements and the concrete elements although the co-ordinates of the nodes are identical.
lnterface elements are then used to model the bond-slip relation between the reinforcement
and the concrete. The width i of the interface elements (see Figure 26) is initially equal to
zero, while the thickness of the interface elements is equal to the circumference of the
reinforcement bars.

Since the truss elements, modelling the reinforcement bars, have to be positioned at the edge
of the concrete elements, the finite element mesh is dependent on the positioning of the
reinforcement bars. Consequently, when modelling the interaction between the reinforcement
and the concrete, a more complex finite element mesh is usually necessary than when a perfect
bond is assumed and the embedded reinforcement option is used.
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Bond-slip
14-node interface element )

Concrete
(4-node plane stress element)

Reinforcement bar
(2-node truss element)

Figure 26 Finite element idealisation in DIANA of reinforced concrete elements using truss

and interface elements.

The bond-slip relation between the reinforcement and the concrete used in the detailed

analyses was approximated according to the CEB-Ftr Model Code, CEB (1993) where the

bond stress, r, is given as a function of the relative displacement, s.

The CEB-FIP Model Code accounts for the effect of splitting cracks by giving different bond-

slip relations for confined and unconfined concrete. Since no splitting cracks were observed in

the test specimens, "confined concrete" was assumed in the FE analyses. According to

Engstrom (1992), the bond stress decreases considerably when the reinforcement steel yields,

see Figure 27. ln the bond-slip relation proposed by Engstrom, the bond stress is not given

explicitly, but depends on when the steel reinforcement yields. However, the principal bond-

sl ip relat ion for this yield case is similar to the relat ion given when "unconfined concrete" is

assumed; therefore, as an approximation, "unconfined concrete" was assumed for the

reinforcement bars where yielding of the reinforcing steel was likely to occur.

a

i
I

I  L - -
.M

CEB-FIP ModelCode

Figure 27 Bond-sress-slip relationship according to the CEB-FIP Model Code, CEB (1993)
and the modified model according to Engstrcim (1992).
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Bond-stress, r IMPa]

+ "Good" bond condition

+ "Other" bond condition
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3
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Figure 28 The principal difference between "good", "other" and "bad" bond conditions for
"unconfined concrete". CEB ( 1993).

Different bond-slip relations were used in the analyses to study the effect of the structural
behaviour of various bond conditions. "Good" and "other" bond conditions according to the
CEB-FIP Model Code, CEB (1993), and a third bond-slip relation, denoted "bad" bond
condition, were used. The "bad" bond condition was defined as having half the bond stress at
the same amount of slip as the "other" bond condition, see Figure 28. The different bond-slip
relations used in the FE analyses can be found in Johansson (1996).

The Numerical Approach

In a finite element analysis, where the non-linear behaviour of the material, the structure, or
both is taken into consideration, a system of simultaneous non-linear equations results. The
relation between load and displacement then becomes non-linear, and the displacement at a
given stage usually depends on previous displacements. To solve this system, the load is
subdivided into increments, see Figure 29. At each load increment a linear approximation of
the stiffness, representing a kind of lineansed form of the relation between the load and the
displacement, is established and the correspondrng equilibrium equations are solved. Since the
stiffness varies with the displacement, the internal forces of the structure are not in
equilibrium with the external forces; this produces an error in the solution. Therefore, to
minimise this error, an iterative solution procedure is used within each load increment and the
solution is refined until a specified convergence critena is satisfied.

l 0
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Figure 29 Increasing error of the solution when using the incremental load method without
correction for a one degree of freedom system.

There are several different iteration methods available that can be used in the solution process.
According to TNO (1996), the general procedure is the same for all i teration methods; the
difference is in how the stiffness matrix is determined. The iterative methods can be divided
roughly into three categories: the tangent stiffness method, the initial stiffness method and the
secant stiffness method, see Figure 30. In the tangent stiffness method, the stiffness matrix is
determined at each iteration, resulting in a method that requires few iterations, but there every
iteration is relatively time consuming. In the initial stiffness method, the stiffness is
determined at the beginning of each load step and it is then used throughout the whole
iteration process within an increment. This method requires more iterations to reach
convergence than the tangent stiffness method. However, since the same stiffness matrix is
used in each iteration within the increment, every iteration is faster. The secant stiffhess
method uses the information from previous solutions to update the inverse stiffness matrix in
each iteration, which results in a convergence rate somewhere belween that of the tangent and
the initial stiffness methods.

In this study, the Modified Newton-Raphson meihod (initial stiffness method) and the BFGS
method (secant stiffness method) have been used in combination with a displacement
controlled incrementai loading. Experience indicates that these methods provide a solution
process with fewer numencal difficulties, see Plos (1995). A tolerance given as a percentage
(usually 0.01 Vo) of the energy norrn was used as the convergence criterion. Further
information of these iteration methods can for instance be found in Bathe (1996) and
TNO ( l996) .
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Figure 30 Schematic figure of different iteration methods for a one degree of freedom
system: a) tangent stiffness method, b) initial stiffness method, c) secant stiffness
method.

Analyses of Frame Corners

4,4.1 General

The frame corner specimens tested in the second test series were analysed using the finite
element method. The analyses were carried out at two different detail levels. In the analyses of
the general response, perfect bond between the reinforcement bars and the concrete was
assumed, using the embedded reinforcement option. In the more detailed analyses, truss
elements in combination with interface elements were used to simulate the reinforcement bars
in the region ciose to the frame corner area; thus, the interaction between the reinforcement
and the sunounding concrete was included. Embedded reinforcement was used in the
remaining part of the model, to model the reinforcement bars. In the tests of specimens with
high reinforcement ratio, the side concrete cover in the corner area spalled off. As this
behaviour could not be simulated in the FE models used, these specimens were analysed using
only the less detailed model. The specimens with low reinforcement detailing were analysed

u

b)a)

4.4
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using both models. The FE models used do not take into account the placement of the
reinforcement bars, i.e. whether they are in contact with each other or not. Therefore, the same
models were used in the analyses of the specimens whether or not the reinforcement bars were
in contact with each other; i.e. one model was used to simulate specimens RV5 and RV6, and
another model was used to simulate specimens RV7 and RV8.

Due to numerical difficulties, the effect of different mechanical properties of the reinforcing
steel bars was not studied using finite element models of the frame comer. Instead, a simpler
model of a cantilever beam was used, see Section 4.7. This model was also used to study more
thoroughly the effect of different bond-slip relations for structures with high and low amounts
of reinforcement.

In the FE analyses, two-dimensional plane-stress elements, consisting of four-node quadri-
lateral elements and three-node triangular elements, were used to model the concrete. The
reinforcement bars were modelled using either the embedded reinforcement option available
in DIANA or two-node truss elements, see Section 4.2.2. Where the reinforcement was
modelled by truss elements, four-node interface elements were used to simulate the interaction
between the reinforcement and the concrete, see Section 4.2.3. A Gauss integration scheme
was used: 2 x 2 integration points for the four-node quadrilateral elements, one integration
point for the three-node triangular elements, one integration point for the two-node truss
elements, and two integratron points for the four-node interface elements.

For the detailed analyses of the frame specimens, the accuracy of the model was investigated;
an analysis using a comparative model consisting of elements of higher polynomial order were
carried out. The four-node plane stress elements, two-node truss elements and four-node
interface elements were replaced by nine-node plane stress elements, three-node truss
elements and six-node interface elements, respectively. As the difference in the results was
negligible, the model using the lower order elements was chosen.

4.4.2 The FE model for analyses of general response

The model used to analyse the general response of the frame corners consisted of 158 two-
dimensional plane stress elements, see Figure 31. Since embedded reinforcement was used to
model the reinforcement, the same element mesh could be used to model the test specimens
with both the high and low amounts of reinforcement. The position and amount of
reinforcement bars used in the model u'ere determined by taking into account the anchorage
capacity of the reinforcement according to the simplified splitting stress model, AB Svensk
Byggdiinst and Cementa AB ( 1990), see Figure 32.
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Figure 3l The finite element mesh and the position of steel reinforcement in the model for
analysing the general response of the frame corner.

I
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Position y Position y

Number of reinforcement bars in Number of reinforcement bars in
model with hieh reinforcement ratio model with low reinforcement ratio

Figure 32 Position and amount of the steel reinforcement when the anchorage capacity has
been taken into account. The steel area used in the different sections of the model
correspond to the area of tie number of reinforcement bars listed in the diagrams.
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4.4.3

4.4.3.1

The FE model for detailed analvses

New reinforcement detailing

To model the geometry of the test specimens, a total of 322 two-dimensional plane stress
elements were used, see Figure 33. Truss elements in combination with interface elements
(a total of 137 each) were used to model more accurately the reinforcement bars within 1.0 m

of the corner, where cracking of the concrete was expected. Outside this area, the
reinforcement bars were modelled with embedded reinforcement, see Figure 34.

The test specimens were cast with a construction joint, see Figure 6. The test results indicated

thar this joint exhibited a zone of weakness in the matenal in which cracking first occurred,

see Section 3.3.3. To model the weakness of the construction joint,  a thin row of elements was

used in which weaker material parameters were given, see Figure 35. In this way, the

constnlction joint was smeared out in the FE model, meaning that any reinforcement bars

placed in the element row simulat ing the construction loint would be affected. The straight

reinforcement bars in the column did not reach into the comer area and were not, therefore,

affected by the construction joint. Thus, the straight tensile reinforcement bars in the columns

of the frame corners tested were modelled to end just below the row of elements modell ing

the construction joint,  see Figure 35.

Fieure 33 The finite element mesh of the frame corner with new reinforcement detailing.
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- = Truss element (4@10)

- = Truss element (3d10)

"-- = Embedded reinforcement (3010)

Figure 34 Modelling of the reinforcement bars in the frame comer with new reinforcement
detail ing.

The concrete in the construction joint was assumed to have reduced tensile strength and
fracture energy although the compressive strength was unmodified. Since the hrst cracks in
the test specimens with low reinforcement ratio were observed at a load level approximately
half of that expected, the tensile strength of the concrete modelling the construction joint was
reduced to 5O 9o. The effect of the weakness in the construction joint on the structural
behaviour of the frame comer was examined. By modelling the construction joint with a slight
weakness, the first crack was made to form at the same place as in the tests. Therefore, an FE
analysis with a tensile strength and fracture energy of 90 7o, of that used in the rest of the
model was carried out.

Row of elements
modelling the
construction joint

The straight reinforce-
ment bars end below
the construction joint

Figure 35 Modelling of the construction joint and the reinforcement bars in it
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On the construction site, it sometimes happens that the reinforcement bars are not positioned
according to the designers'drawings. In this work, it is of interest to study the consequences of
incorrectly positioned reinforcement loops. Therefore, an analysis of reinforcement loops
incorrectly positioned in the column was carried out, see Figure 36. When using truss
elements in combination with interface elements, the element mesh modelling the concrete
depends on the reinforcement detailing, see Section 4.2.3. To use truss elements in
combination with interface elements for modelling the reinforcement detailing shown in
Figure 36, quite a complicated finite element mesh for the concrete elements is necessary. In
the analyses where all reinforcement bars in the corner area were modelled with a
combination of truss elements and interface elements, the crack propagation in the corner was
limited; thus, the slip of the reinforcement in the bend of the reinforcement bars was tolerably
small. This means that the assumption of perfect bond for the bend part of the reinforcement
loops is appropriate. Therefore, as an approximation, embedded reinforcement was used to
model the loop of the reinforcement bars in the corner area. Parallel to this, a new, less
complicated element mesh in the corner area was used to study its effect on the crack pattern
in the corner and the structural behaviour of the specimen. see Figure 37.

= Embedded
reinforcement

- =Truss element

Figure 36 Position and modelling of the reinforcement in the corner area for analyses
correct (left) and incorrect (right) positioned reinforcement loops. The bends
the reinforcement bars were modelled using embedded reinforcement.

Figure 37 Different element meshes in the corner area when the loops of the reinforcement
were modelled with embedded reinforcement.

of
of
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4.4.3.2 Conventionalreinforcementdetailing

A comparison of the new and the conventional reinforcement detailings was carried out. The
reinforcement detailing in the FE model was in accordance with that used by Plos for test
specimen RV3. The material parameters for concrete and reinforcing steel, including the
weakness of the construction joint, were identical to those used in the corresponding analyses
of the frame corner with the new reinforcement detailing. To study the different detailings of
the reinforcement in and near the corner area, a new model with a total of 336 two-
dimensional plane stress elements was used to model the geometry, see Figure 38. As in the
model with the new reinforcement detailing, a combination of truss elements and interface
elements (203 of each) were used to model the reinforcement bars within 1.0 m of the comer.
The remaining reinforcement bars were modelled using embedded reinforcement, see
Fieure 39.

Figure 38 The finite element mesh of the frame corner with conventional reinforcement
detail ing.
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- = Truss element (3d10)

= Truss element ( 1@10)

= Embedded reinforcement (3@10)

Figure 39 Modell ing of the reinforcement bars in the frame corner with conventional

reinforcement detailing.

Results of the Analvses

4.5.1 General

Two different iteration methods, the Modified Newton-Raphson method and the BFGS secant

stiffness method, were used in the FE analyses, see Section 4.3. ln the analyses of the general

response, only the Modified Newton-Raphson method was used. However, in the anaiyses of

the refined FE model it was found that fewer numerical problems were encountered with the

BFGS secant method; accordingly, this was the main iteration method used. Although the

Modified Newton-Raphson method gave a somewhat smoother load-displacement relation

than that achieved with the BFGS secant method. the difference in the effect of these iteration

methods on the results was negligible. see Figure 40.

4.5

Unless otherwise stated, the
r bond condition
r reinforcement type
. strength of construction joint
r iteration method

following assumptions were made in the detailed FE analyses:
"good" (see Section 4.2.3),
"normal ratio" (see Section 4.2.2),
50 7c (see Sect ion 4.4.3. l ) ,  and
BFGS secant stiffness method.

It was found that incorrect parameters for the modelling of the concrete in compression had
been used in the FE analyses; this resulted in a stronger and less ductile concrete, see
Appendix B. To examine what effect this enor had on the structural behaviour of the frame
corner, a comparative detailed analysis with a more accurate stress-strain relation was carried
out. The difference in the load-disolacement relation is shown in Fieure 41.
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Figure 40 Comparison of the FE analyses of the frame corner with new reinforcement
detailine when usinq different iteration methods.
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used in the analyses
(0 = 30",  K= EP untuiat)
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that should /rave been used
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30

Displacement, 5 [mm]

Figure4l Comparison of the FE analyses when using different stress-strain relations for the
concrete in compression, see Appendix B.

As can be seen, the incorrect usage of stronger and less ductile concrete had a negligibie effect
on the structural behaviour of the frame comer. The load capacity and the stiffness of the
structure were, more or less, the same in the FE analyses carried out. This was due to the
small compressive zone obtained in the structure (about 20 mm), which meant that the inner
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lever arm remained approximately the same, independent of the strength of the concrete.
Unless otherwise stated, the results presented in this study are from analyses in which the
incorrect modelling of the concrete in compression was used. However, the negligible
difference in the behaviour of the structure shown in Figure 41, when using different values of
the concrete in compression. shows that the results are still valid.

4.5.2 FE analyses of the general response

An objective of the FE analyses of the general response, besides predicting the maximum
load, was to describe the plateau in the load-displacement relations observed in the tests. ln
the analysis of the specimens with low reinforcement ratio, such a plateau was obtained and
the analysis was disrupted when the deformation capacity of the steel reinforcement was
almost reached. In the analysis of the specimens with high reinforcement ratio, yielding of the
steel reinforcement was reached but, due to numerical problems caused by the concrete in
compression, the plateau could not be simulated.

With the models used, it was not possible to simulate the spalling of the side concrete cover in
the frame comers that was observed in the tests for the specimens with high reinforcement
ratio. Consequently, the maximum load obtained in the analysis of the general response for
these specimens do not coincide with the test results. Instead, the maximum load level reached
in these analyses reflects the capacity of the test specimens, providing the spalling of the
concrete had not occurred. The load-displacement relation for the FE analyses and the test
results are compared in Figures 42 and 43. The distribution of tensile forces along the
reinforcement bars in the frame corner for the analyses and the tests are displayed in Figures
44 and 45. The relatively high tensile force obtained in the middle of the corner for the
analysis of the specimens with high reinforcement ratio was due to large cracks in this region.
In the analysis of the specimens with low reinforcement ratio, no cracks were formed in the
corner; this explarns the low tensile forces in the reinforcement bars in this region.

Load, F [kN]
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. 
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]
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40 50

Displacenent,5 [mm]

Comparison of the FE analyses of the general response and the test results for
the specimens with high reinforcement ratio.

Specimen RV5

Figure 42
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Displacement, 6

Figure 43 Comparison of the FE analyses of the general response and the test results for the
specimens with low reinforcement ratio.
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Figure 44 Distribution of tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame comer.
Results from the analysis of the general response are compared with results from
the test specimens with hish reinforcement ratio.
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Figure 45 Distribution of tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame corner.
Results from the analysis of the general response are compared with results from
the test specimens with low reinforcement ralio.

4.5.3 Detailed FE analvses

4.5.3.1 Objectivesandpreconditions

ln the detailed FE analyses, the main objective was to examine the effect of different
parameters, such as bond condition, mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement, and the
weakness of the construction joint, on the maximum load and the deformation capacity of a
frame corner structure. Also, the structural behaviour of frame comers with the new and the
conventional reinforcement detailing was to be compared. In addition the effect of incorrect
positioning of the reinforcement loops in the new reinforcement detailing was examined.

As in the analyses of the general response, it was not possible to predict the behaviour of the
frame corner throughout total failure. All the detailed analyses of the frame corner were
disrupted due to numerical problems when the ultimate compression strength of the concrete
was reached at one integration point in the corner area. At this stage, yielding of the
reinforcement bars had occuned and, in some cases, also started to harden. To study the effect
that different mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement have on the frame corner,
substantial hardening of the steel is presumed. However, in the analyses of the frame corner,
sufficient strain of the reinforcing steel was not reached and, therefore, the mechanical
property study was not made with the frame corner model. Instead a simpler model of a
cantilever beam was used for this studv. see Section 4.7.
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4.5.1.2 \eure inforcementdeta i l ing

Thc spec imens u i th  lo r "  re in fo rcement  ra t ro  o f  the  second tes t  ser ies  ' , ras  ana lvsed u \ lns  thc
detarled rnodel. In the i . i rst stase of the analvses. the bond conditron corresponding to that o1'
thc  tes t  spec lmens w 'as  to  be  de temr ined.  Tw 'o  c r i tena can be  used fo r  th i :  de tc rmina t ion :  the
nre l tn  spac inu  o f  the  rna . lo r  c racks  observed in  the  tes t  spec imens anc l  the  loac l -d isp laccnrc r r t
rc la t ion  ob ta ined in  the  tes ts .  The fonner  cn ter ion  uas  assunred the  t re t te r  one lo  usc  \ lncc
sonre l-actors of uncertaintr ' .  such as the fracture energr and the general l l '  st i f fer behaviour 01'
l l r r '  FE una l r .s rs .  have less  e f  fec t  on  i t .  The c rack  pa t te rn  o f  the  ana l rse \  \ \u \  c ( ) r l t l i r rc t l  r r  r lh
t i l r ' ! r ' r ck  pa t tc rn  ob ta ine . l  in  thc  tcs ts .  see  F igure  -16  The c rack  pa i le rn  ( r t  th r  enJ  ( )1  l i t r '
l na l ts ts )  anc l  the  load-c i rsp lacenrent  re la t ions  fo r  th ree  d i f fe ren t  bond-s l ip  rc la t ions .  gooL i  -
"o ther '  an i l  "had" .  see  Sect ion  4 .2 .3 .  r . r 'e re  e ramined.  see F t -eures .17  to  -50 .  

- l ' he  
FE anu lvs is

assutl ing "good" bond condit ion shor'" 'ed the best agreement u, i th the mean crack spacrng ot '
0 .1  r -n  observed in  the  tes ts .  When compar ing  the  load-d isp lacenrent  re la t ions .  the  ana lvsr :
tus ing  "bad"  bond cond i t ron  cor re la ted  bes t  n r th  the  tes ts .  However .  as  exp la incd  abovc- .  the
crack pattern was assumed to be nrore inrportant whcn dcciding \\ 'hat bond conclttrr)n \ \a\
present in the test speclmens. Therei i tre. a bond-sl ip relat ion corresponrl ine to goocl '  b0n.l
condit ion u. 'as assumed to be the closest to that of the test specnnens even though l t  $r i \
so t t tewhat  too  s t i f f  tn  conrpanson w i th  the  tes ts .  Accordrng ly .  the  

'good"  
bond conc l t t ion  hus

been usec l  as  a  bas is  when comoar ins  the  FE ana lvscs .

Figure ;16 crack patterns obtar ned for test specime n s RV7 ( left  )  and RV8 ( n-qhr ).
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Figure 47 Crack pattern at the end of the analysis for a frame corner with the new
reinforcement detailing when assuming "good" bond condition.

Figure 48 Crack pattern at the end of the analysis for a frame corner wirh the new
reinforcement detailing when assuming "other" bond condition.
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Figure 49 Crack pattern at the end of the analysis for a frame corner with the new
reinforcement detailing when assuming "bad" bond condition.
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"Bad" bond
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10

25 30
Displacement, 6 [mm]

Figure 50 Comparison of the load-displacement relations for three different bond conditions.

The distribution of the tensile forces along the reinforcement loops, in the tests and analyses,
when yielding ofthe steel reinforcement has occurred, are presented in Figures 51 and 52. The
difference in the distributed tensile forces, observed for the different bond-slip relations, was
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due to the appearance of major cracks in the column and the beam near the corner area. In the
analysis where "bad" bond condition was assumed, the variation of the tensile force was
approximately linear. This was because of the large space between the cracks in the column
and the beam. For the "good" and "other" bond-conditions, a shift in the tensile force resulted
due to the appearance of a crack near the corner, see Figures 47 to 49.

Tensile Force [kN]
5 0 -

i+ Specimen RV8
i  F  = 4 0 k N . 6 = 5 6 m m
i- Good bond condition

F = 4 3 k N , 6 = 1 8 m m

c - Strain gauge on
reinforcement

1000 1200 1400
Position x [mm]

Figure 5l Distribution of the tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame comer
for the tests and the FE analvsis where "sood" bond condition was assumed.

-o- Specrmen RVl-
F = 4 0 k N ,  6 = 2 8 n r n  l

x , ^ .

Tensile Force [kN]
5 0 -

4 0 -  /

"Good" bond condit ion

F = 4 3 k N , 6 = 1 8 m m
"Other" bond condit ion

F = 43 k-|{, 6 = 18 rnm i
"Bad" bond condit ion l

F = 4 1  k N ,  6 = 2 0 m m

1000 1200 1400
Position x [mm]

Figure 52 Distribution of the tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame comer
for the FE analyses of different assumptions of the bond condition.
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The effect of the weakness in the construclion joint on the structural behaviour of the frame
corner was examined. By modell ing the construction joint with a slight weakness, the first
crack was made to form at the same place as in the tests. Therefore, an FE analysis with a
tensile strength and fracture energy of 90 Vo, of that used in the rest of the model, was carried
out. The load-displacement relations of the FE analyses using different strength of the
construction joint are compared in Figure 53. The changes in the crack pattern and the
distribution of tensile forces in the frame comer area, caused by the weakness of the
constructionjoint, are shown in Figures 54 and 55, respectively.

Load, F [kN]

5 0 r

+ Specimen RV8

- 50 7o strength

- 90 7o strength

4 0 +

3 0 r

2 0 *

25 30

Displacement, d Imm]

Figure 53 Companson of the load-displacement relations using different strengths of the
construction joint for the frame corner with new reinforcement detailing.

Figure 54 Difference in crack pattern in the corner area when using 50 70 strength (left) and
90 7o strength (righo for the concrete in the construction joinr.
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Tensile Force [kN]

5 o l

4 0 +

50 7o strenglh
F = 4 4 k N , 6 = 2 6 m m

90 7o strength
F = 4 4 k N , 6 = 2 6 m m

3 0 *

2 O '

l 0

1 -  - - -

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 t400
Position x [mm]

Figure 55 Comparison of the tensile forces in the frame corner when using different
strengths for the concrete in the construclion joint.

When examining the consequence of incorrect positioning of the reinforcement loops, an
approximate approach was used to model the reinforcement bars in combination with a
simplif ied FE mesh, see Section 4.4.3.1 . The load-displacement relations compared in Figure
56 confirm that the approximations made were appropriate. The slightly higher load capacity
obtained, in the analyses where the reinforcement loops were modelled using embedded
reinforcement, wa-s due to the assumption of perfect bond in the bend. When the bend of the

Load, F [kN]

5 0 -

4 0 *

J U -

20

- Reinforcement looDs modelled

using truss elements
(onginal mesh)

Reinforcement loops modelled
usin g embedded reinforcement
(original mesh)

Reinforcement loops modelled
using embedded reinforcement
(simplif ied mesh)

30

Displacement, 6 [mm]

Figure 56 Comparison of the load-displacement relations for different modelling schemes of
the corner area. see Section 4.4.3.1.
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reinforcement loops was prevented from slipping, a somewhat higher tensile strain with
consequent higher tensile stress in the reinforcement bars was the result. Parallel to this. the
effect of different element meshes for the crack pattern in the corner area, was examined. In
Figure 57, the resulting crack patterns in the corner, when using the original and the simplif ied
mesh shown in Figure 37, are compared. It can be seen that the crack pattern is affected by the
element mesh and that the direction of the cracks tends to be parallel to the edges of the
elements. The effect of the load-displacement relation when the reinforcement loops in tbe
column are positioned incorrect is shown in Fieure 58.

\ t  l - - t
{n-1 r
\F - i  I
I F I ]
l r  { t
l l  v /

Figure 57 Crack pattern in the frame comer when using the original FE mesh (left) and the
simplified mesh (right), see Figure 37. Embedded reinforcement was used to
model the bend of the reinforcement loops.

Load, F [kN]

5 o r

v r

x : = i

\  \ \
)

4 0 +

3 0 *

l

2 0 *

Correct position of the
rehforcement loops
(simplified mesh)

Incorrect position of the
reinforcement loops
(simplified mesh)

20 30
Displacement, 6 [mm]

Figure 58 Comparison of the load-displacement relations for the frame comer when the
reinforcement loops were modelled in the positions according to Figure 36.
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;1.5.3.3 Conventionalreinforcementdetai l ine

The crack pattern ol a test specimen with low, reinfrtrcement rarro tspeclmen RV-l i .
P los  t l99 '1a .  b ) .  car r iec l  ou t  n r th  the  con len t iona l  de tar l in -e  i s  shown in  F igure  59 .  A l though
the rtrength of the concrete and the steel reinforcement used in thrs specimen were not thc
\arl le as ln the FE analtses. a comparison ofthe crack paftern can stt l l  be ntade. The crack
pattern (at the end of the analvses) and the load-displacement relat ion tbr rhe 'good" 

and rhc
"other" bond condit ions are shorvn in Figures 60 to 62. The denser crack pattern obtainecl in
l l t c  r tn l i t sc 's  o f  the  f rame corner  u  i th  convent iona l  re in t -o rcement  de ta iJ ing .  con tparcd  r r  i th  thc
I t , t l l t c  e r r rncr  t t i th  thc  neu c le ta r i inc .  nas  due to  the  grea ter  anrount  o f  rc rn i t l r cerncnt  rn  th r '
\ l ! l r l l l \  o l  the  corner  a rea .  \ee  F igures  - l -1  and 39 .  The d is t r rbu t ion  o t ' thc .  tens i le  l i r rces  u iong
the rettt l i t rcenlcnt bars ln the frame corner tbr the FE analvses where "good' and "othcr '  borrt l
cond i t ions  uere  assumec l .  a re  shoun in  F ieure  63 .

Fi lur.r '  -5t) Crack pattcrn oi '  a test specimen {specinten RV j r  carr ied out u i th thc
convent lona l  re in fo rcenten t  de ta i i ing .  p ios  t  199,1a .  b ) .
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Figure 60 Crack pattern at the end of the analysis for a frame comer with the conventional
reinforcement detailing when assuming "good" bond condition.

Figure 6l Crack pattem at the end of the analysis for a frame corner with the conventional
reinforcement detailing when assuming "other" bond condition.
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Figure 62 Comparison of the load-displacement relations for two different bond conditions.

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Posit ion x

Figure 63 Distribution of the tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame corner
for the FE analyses with two different assumptions of the bond condition.

As for the frame corner with new reinforcement detailing, a comparison of the effect of
different weaknesses of the construction joint on the structural behaviour, was carried out. The
load-displacement relations for different strengths of the construction joint are shown in
Fieure 64.

"Good" bond
condition

"Other" bond
c91qq9t

20

"Good" bond condit ion

F = 5 0 k N , 6 = 2 0 m m

"Other" bond condition
F = 5 0 k N ,  d = 2 0 m m

I 400

lmml
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tnad, F [kN]
6 0 -

5 0 r

4 0 -

3 0 -
% strength

- 90 70 strength

20 30 40
Displacement, 6 [mm]

Figure 64 Comparison of the load-displacement relations for different strengths of the
construction loint in the frame comer with conventional reinforcement detai l ing.

l 0

4.5.4

4.5.4.1

Comparisons of the FE analyses

Comparison of conventional and new reinforcement detailings

In Figure 65, the load-displacement relation of the FE analyses for the frame corner with the
new reinforcement detailing is compared with that of the frame corner with the conventional
reinforcement detailing. The distribution of tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the
frame corners for the analvses with new and with conventional reinforcement detailing are
shown in Figure 66.

The structural behaviour of the frame corners was similar up to a load of about 40 kN at
which the reinforcement bars in the frame corner with new reinforcement detailing started to
yield. Due to the greater amount of reinforcement in the sectrons adjacent to the corner (see
Figures 34 and 39), the load capacity of the frame corner with conventional reinforcement
detailing continued to increase until yielding at a load level just below 50 kN was reached.
Then a load plateau similar to that observed in the tests was formed for both reinforcement
detailings. The increase in load capacity obtained for the frame corner with conventional
detailing, once yielding was reached, was due to substantial hardening of the steei
reinforcement. The sudden loss of load capacity (approximately 7 kN) at a displacement of
about 26 mm was caused by a redistribution of forces. This occurred because of the
propagation of large cracks in the corner area, the result of the critical section moving from a
section in the column approximately 300 mm below the construction joint to the section
where the beam meets the corner, see Figure 67. This behaviour conesponded well with that
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toad, F [kN]
6 0 -

5 0 -

4 0 :

3 0 t

Tensile Force [kNl
5 0 -

^ A +

- Conventional reinforcement
detail ing

- New reinforcement detailing

30 40

Displacement, d [mm]

Figure 65 Comparison of the load-displacement relation for frame comers carried out with

new and with conventional reinforcement dctai l ing.

20t 0

Conventional rein-
forcement detarling

F = 5 0 k N , 6 = 2 0 m m

New reinforcement
detai l ing
F = 4 3 k N . 6 = l 8 m m

30

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Position x [mm]

Figure 66 Comparison of the tensile forces of the reinforcement bars in the frame comer for
the frame corners carried out with new and with conventional reinforcement
detail ine.
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Figure 67 Crack propagation in the corner area for the conventional reinforcement detailing
at different load levels.

observed for test specimen RV3, where plastic hinges developed in a region approximately
300 mm below the construction joint, as well as in the section where the beam meets the
comer, see Figure 59. The propagation of cracks in the corner area also caused the tensile
forces in the reinforcement bars in that area to increase considerably, see Figure 68. The frame
corner with new reinforcement detailing showed a quite symmetric distribution of the tensile
forces, with yielding of the reinforcement bars in the sections adjacent to the corner. The
distribution of the tensile forces in the frame comer with conventional detailing was shifted to
the left (into the column). This was because of the unsymmetric amount of reinforcement used
in the sections adjacent to the comer, see Figure 39. Yielding of the reinforcement bars was
reached about 300 mm below the construction joint, coinciding with the section where the
bent reinforcement bars, extending from the beam, ended. This behaviour corresponded well
with that observed for test specimen RV3, where a plastic hinge developed in a section below
the construction ioint. see Fieure 59.
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Tensile Force [kN] = 55 kN, 6= 26 mm

F = 5 0 k N , 6 = 2 8 m m

F = 4 9 k N , 6 = 3 0 m m

F = 49 k'-f{, d= 32 mm

50
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0 *  -

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Position x [mm]

Figure 68 Distribution of the tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame corner
carried out with conventional reinforcement detailing. The tensile forces are
shown at the same load levels as the crack pattems, see Figure 67.

4.5.4.2 The effect of fracture energy

The importance of the fracture energy used in the analyses was examined. The fracture energy
was halved and an analysis of the specimens with high reinforcement detailing (general
response model) and low reinforcement detailing (refined model) was carried out. In the
analysis of the specimens with high reinforcement ratio, the change of stiffness due to
cracking occurred somewhat earlier than when the halved value of the fracture energy was
used. However, the stiffness was then independent of the fracture energy, which resulted in a
slightly lower maximum load capacity at the same displacement, see Figure 69. In the detailed
analysis of the specimen with low reinforcement ratio, the effect of the fracture energy was
somewhat more distinct; an earlier change in stiffness was observed and it was then slightly
affected until yielding of the steel reinforcement was reached. Furthermore, the maximum
load capacity became lower due to the decrease in fracture energy; this resulted in a load-
displacement relation better corresponding to that obtained in the tests, see Figure 70. In
Table 6, the maximum load capacities (and corresponding displacements) obtained in the
FE analyses, for full and halved fracture energy, are compared with the maximum load
observed in the tests. It is important to note that the maximum load levels obtained in the
analyses, listed here, depend on the tensile stress of the reinforcement bars; thus, an analysis
in which the reinforcement bars have obtained a substantial hardening would show a higher
load capacity. This is the case in the anaiysis of the general response for the specimens with
low reinforcement ratio, in which the deformation capacity of the steel reinforcement was
almost reached, see Section 4.5.2. Therefore, the load levels when the plateau in the load-
displacement relation (i.e. yielding of the steel reinforcement) is reached are compared in
Table 7. For the specimens with high reinforcement ratio (both tests and analyses), this load
was considered to have been reached at the maximum load.
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Figure 69 The effect of fracture energy in the FE analysis of the general response for
specimens with high reinforcement ratio.
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Figure 70 The effect of fracture energy in the detailed FE analysis for the specimens with
low reinforcement ratio when assumrng "good" bond condition.
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Table 6 Comparison of the maximum load capacities and corresponding displacements
obtained in the FE analyses and observed in the tests.

Test

specimen

Maximum load / Displacement

General response Detailed analysis Observed in

test

lkNl / [mml

Full fracture
energy

lkNl / [mm]

Halved fracture
energy

[kN] / [mm]

Full iracture
energy

lkNl / [mm]

lved fracturr
energy

lkNl  /  [mm]

Ha

RV5

RV6

RV7

RV8

176 I  24

4 9 t 7 0

1 1 1  I  1 A

A <  I  1 a 4 1 t 1 9

14't I 29

150  /  33

42 /  t15

42 I 101

Table 7 Comparison of the load levels and conesponding displacements in the FE analyses
and the tests when the plateau in the load-displacement relation was reached.

Test

speclmen

Load / Displacement

General response Detai led analysis Observed in

test

[kN] /  [mml

Full fracture
energy

lkNl / [mm]

Halved fractur(
energy

lkNl /  [mm]

Full fracture
energy

lkNl  /  lmml

Halved fracturr
energy

lkNl  /  [mm]

RV5

RV6

RV7

RV8

t16  I  24

4 0 t 1 3

1 1 1  t  1 A

+ l  I  t + 4 0 t 1 4

147 | 29

t50  /  33

3 9 t 2 2

3 9 t 3 5

4.s.4.3 Comparison of plane stress and plane strain analyses

In the analyses of the test specimens a state of plane stress was assumed. However, in a real
civil defence shelter structure, a state of plane strarn is probably a more accurate assumption.
Therefore, to examine the behaviour of a frame comer when plane strain is assumed an
analysis of a frame corner with the new detailing and a low reinforcement ratio was carried
out. As can be seen in Figure 71, the structura.l behaviour is similar for the frame comer
whether a state of plane stress or plane strain is assumed. Consequently, since the state in a
real structure is somewhere between plane stress and plane strain, the analyses assuming plane
stress presented here should be valid for the frame corner in a real structure.
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Figure 7l Comparison of the load-displacement relations for analyses where plane stress and
plane strain was assumed for the specimens with new detailing and low
reinforcement ratio.

Discussion

The results of the FE analyses conesponded quite well with the results from the experiments,
as can be seen in Section 4.5; the behaviour was similar for both the maximum load capacity
obtained and the stiffness of the structure. Furthermore, the agreement between test
observations and FE analyses was quite good for the crack pattern and the distribution of
tensile forces along the reinforcement bars in the frame corner.

Due to the spalling of the concrete side cover, the maximum load obtained in the analysis of
the specimens with high reinforcement ratio does not coincide with the load capacities
observed in the tests. Instead, the maximum load level reached in this analysis reflects the
capacity that the test specimens would have had if the spalling of the concrete had not
occurred. Consequently, a direct compadson of the maximum load capacities observed in the
tests and obtained in the FE analysis cannot b€ made for these specimens. However, by using
the estimated load capacities in Table 5, an indirect comparison is possible; the estimations
listed there correspond well to the load capacities obtained in the FE analyses. By comparing
the estimated and observed load capacities for the specimens with conventional detailing
(RVl and RV3) and for the specimens used in the second test series (RV5 to RV8), a
statement on the efficiency of the reinforcement detaiiing can be made. The estimated load

capacities listed in Table 5 suggest that the load capacity of specimens RV5 and RV6 should
have been somewhat higher than that of specimen RVl, and that the load capacity of
specimens RV7 and RV8 should have been somewhat lower than that of specimen RV3.
Accordingly, a comparison of the maximum load observed for specimen RVI with the load
obtained in the FE analysis for the specimens with high reinforcement ratio indicates that the
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conventional and the new reinforcement detailings behaved approximately the same for these
specimens. This statement is still more evident for the specimens with low reinforcement ratio
because of the similarities in the load-displacement relations observed in the tests with
conventional and new reinforcement detailings.

The detailed FE analyses have shown that the bond-slip relation affects the crack pattern in the
frame corner and that the stiffness of the structure is affected by the bond-slip relation up to
the point at which the steel reinforcement yields: the higher the stiffness of the bond-slip
relation, the higher the stiffness of the structure. This behaviour occurs when the
reinforcement bars slip instead of stretching, which for a weaker bond-slip relation results in a
lower stress level in the reinforcement at the same displacement. Consequently, when
assuming a weak bond-slip relation, a larger displacement of the frame comer is obtained
when the steel reinforcement starts to yield. However, once yielding of the reinforcing steel
was reached in the analyses, the effect of the bond-slip relation on the load capacity was
negligible. Since the bond-slip relation assumed in the analyses determined the mean crack
spacing in the structure, the distribution of the tensile forces along the reinforcement bars
adjacent to the frame corner was also affected. When the cracking in the comer area was
limited, the reinforcement bars positioned inside the corner all showed approximately the
same distribution of low tensile forces: however, once large cracks were formed in the comer,
the tensile forces in the reinforcement bars increased notably.

Due to the disruption of the FE analyses, it is difficult to draw conclusions about what effect
the bond condition has on the total deformation capacity of the frame corner. However, when
a stiffer bond-siip relation was assumed, higher tensile strains in the steel reintbrcement bars
were observed. This indicates that, if rupture of the reinforcement bars is the cause of failure,
then the deformation capacity of the frame corner would be lower for a stiffer bond-slip
relation. The maximum concrete strain in compression was more or less unaffected by the
different bond-slip relations.

The influence of the weakness of the construction joint in the frame corner was limited to the
initial cracking stage and had negligible effect on the general behaviour of the structure. After
the appearance of the first major crack, the behaviour of the structure was approximately the
same, independent of the strength modelled in the joint. The incorrect positioning of the
reinforcement loops in the column had a limited effect on the behaviour of the frame corner.
The load capacity obtarned from the analyses was found to be approximately the same,
regardless of whether the reinforcement loops were positioned conectly or not.

The FE analyses have shown that a frame corner made with the conventional reinforcement
detailing may have a somewhat higher load capacity than a frame corner with the new
reinforcement detailing. This is due to the greater amount of reinforcement positioned in the
sections adjacent to the corner area. However, this higher load capacity is only temporary
since a redistribution of forces, reducing the load capacity to a level similar to that obrained
when using the new reinforcement detailing, soon occurs. If the critical crack forms as shown
in Figure 

'12, 
the contributron to the load carrying capacity of the short bent bars, extending

from the beam into the column, would decrease considerably. In the analyses carried out, the
weakness of the construction Joint was modelled by reduction of the tensile strength and
fracture energy in the element row next to the comer. Thus, cracks adjacent to the comer were
made to propagate within this weakness in such a way that the marked bend had considerable
effect on the load capacity. To simulate what would happen if the bars extending from the
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beam into the column did not have any effect on the cri t ical section adjacent to the corner, the
bent pan of them was removed, see Figure 72. Thereby, the propagation of a large crack above
the bent bars was simulated in an approximate way. As can be seen in Figure 73, this
modif icat ion had a notable effect on the stnrctural behaviour after yielding of the
reinforcement, result ing in a load-displacement relat ion similar to that obtained in the frame
corner with new detarl ing. Furthermore, the distr ibution of tensi le forces along the
reinforcement bars in the comer was similar to that obtained when using the new
reinforcement detai l ing. Consequently, plast ic hinges may develop dif ferently in frame
corners made with the new and the conventional reinforcement detai l ings. With the new
reinforcement detai l ing, plast ic hinges always develop adjacent to the corner in both the
column and the beam. However, in a frame comer with the conventional reinforcement
detai l ing, the main plast ic hinge may develop, depending on the crack propagation. rn the
section below the construction joint where the bent bars, reaching out from the beam, end.
The statements made above, treating the effect of the construction joint and the bond-slip
relations on the structural behaviour, hold true also for a frame corner made with the
conventional reinforcement detai l ing.

The analyses carried out with different element meshes in the corner region have shown that
the cracks tend to propagate parallel to the mesh lines. This phenomenon has also been
observed by Rots (1988), who explains that i t  is caused by interlocking between the elements
and coupling between the integration points. lmprovements can be made by rotating the
element mesh and thereby adapting it to the expected crack directions. However, this
procedure is undesirable since i t  may severely decrease the simplici ty of the mesh generation
when using the smeared crack approach. Therefore, Rots suggests using triangular elements
placed in a cross-diagonal mesh, thus increasing the number of l ines which the cracks can
follow, see Figure 74a. However, for the analyses carried out in this study, the use of a
triangular bisectional mesh in the comer probably would have been sufficient, see Figure 74b.
These possible improvements of the element mesh was not examined in the analvses,

Possible crack
path

that

Figure 72 Possible crack path in the column-comer region. To simulate the effect of such a
cntical crack in an approximative manner the bent part of the bars extending from
the beam into the colurnn was removed.

Part of the bars
was removed
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Figure 74 Possible improvement of the
comer region to obtarn a more
bisectional mesh.

simplfied element mesh (see Figure 37) in the
accurate crack pattem: a) cross-diagonal mesh, b)

The two-dimensional plane stress models used in the analyses have worked well up to a load
level corresponding to yielding of the reinforcement; the numerical problems encountered
have mostly been caused by the concrete in compression. In accordance with observations
made by Claeson et al. (1996), it has been found that once the ultimate compressive strength
of the concrete has been reached, the gradient of the descending softening branch is of great
importance in further simulating the behaviour of the structure. This observation holds true
also for the concrete in tension: a more sradual stress-strain relation describins the cracked



concrete introduces fewer numerical problems in the analyses, see Plos (1995). Since the
fracture energy and the tensile strength determine the ultimate crack opening. and thereby also
the gradient of the stress-strain relation, the value of the fracture energy can have considerable
eifect on the feasibil i ty of simulating a problem. Accordingly, fewer numerical problems were
encountered when the reinforcement bars were modelled using truss elements in combination
with interface elements than when modelling the reinforcement bars using embedded
reinforcement. This was because of the more gradual stress-strain relation obtained for the
concrete softening when dividing the ultimate crack opening by the finite element length
instead of the mean crack spacing, see Section 4.2.1.1. The bond-slip relation assumed in the
analyses had no notable effect on reaching convergence in the analyses.

The effect of the fracture energy used in the analyses was examined. It was found that a
reduction to 50 Vo in the fracture energy had relatively little effect of the structural behaviour
in the analyses of the specimens with either the high or low reinforcement ratio; its
importance was proportionally higher for the specimens with the low reinforcement ratio. In
conjunction with the slightly higher load capacities obtained in the detailed analyses compared
to that observed in the tests, this indicates that the fracture energy used in the analyses might
have been somewhat too high. However, it does not affect the results presented and
conclusions drawn in this study.

4.t Analyses of a Cantilever Beam

4.7.1 General

Due to the numerical problems encountered in the FE analyses of the frame corner, it was not
possible to state with certainty what effect the bond condition or the mechanical properties of
the steel reinforcement have on the deformation capacity. Therefore, a simpler model of a
cantilever beam, with reinforcement bars positioned only at the tensile side of the structure,
was established, see Figure 75. Part of the connecting column was included in the model so
that the anchorage of the reinforcement bars in the column could be modelled. The
reinforcement bars in the wall were spliced to the reinforcement bars in the beam; the bars had
approximately the same anchorage length as in the frame comer test specimens and were
provided with a bend to prevent pull-out failure from the wall.

To examine the effect of the bond condition on the load and the deformation capacity of
structures that have failed from different causes, the analyses of the cantilever beam were
carried out with two different reinforcement ratios. A low amount of reinforcement,
conesponding to 4 010 1p = 0.20), was used to obtain rupture of the reinforcement bars and a
higher amount, conesponding to 4 Q16 (p = 0.52), was used to reach ultimate compressive
stress in the concrete shortly after yielding of the reinforcement had occurred.
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Figure 75 Dimensions of the cantilever beam model and position of the reinforcement bars.
Amounr of steel reinforcement and anchorage length of the beam with the high
reinforcement ratio are given between brackets.

The material parameters for the steel reinforcement and the bond-slip relations used in the
analyses of the cantilever beam were the same as those used in the column in the detailed
analyses of the frame comer. The same incorrect parameters for concrete in compression as
used in the frame comer, see Section 4.5.1 and Appendix B, were used also for the cantilever
beam with low reinforcement ratio. However, in the analyses of the cantilever beam with
higher reinforcement ratio, a more accurate stress-strain relation for compressed concrete was
used (@ was set to l0o, see Appendix B).

ln the analyses of the beam with low reinforcement ratio, the concrete in compression never
reached its ultimate strength; consequently the use of the incorrect stress-strain relation had
negligible effect on the results. However, for the cantilever beam with higher reinforcement
ratio, crushing of the concrete was the cause of failure, which shows that it is more imponant
to simulate the compressed concrete accurately. This is why the more accurate stress-strain
relation for concrete in compression was used. Further, to examine the importance of the
descending branch for concrete in compression, analyses using a more gradual stress-strain
relation (denoted modified stress-strain reiation) were also carried out, see Figure 76.
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Figure 76 Uniaxial stress-strain relat ions for concrete in compression used in the analyses of

the canti lever beam with high reinforcement rat io. The angle of intemal fr ict ion, d,
was set to 10o, see Appendix B.

The finite element model4.7.2

To define the geometry of the beam,2l5 plane stress elements were used, see Figure 77.The
reinforcement bars and the interaction between the reinforcement and the concrete were
modelled using 48 truss elements in combination with 48 interface elements

r = Node constrained in
x and y directions

Figure 77 Finite element mesh and boundary conditions of the cantilever beam.
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4.7.3

4.7.3.1

Results of the analyses

General

The general behaviour of the load-displacement relation of the cantilever beam was found to
be independent of the iteration method. However, as in the detailed FE analyses of the frame
corner, the results obtained when using the Modified Newton Raphson method were quite
"smooth" while the results achieved when using BFGS secant method fluctuated a lot. When
using the more robust BFGS secant method, it was possible to analyse the cantilever beam
with low reinforcement ratio until final failure (rupture of the reinforcement bars). The load-
displacement relation from the FE analyses of the cantilever beam with low reinforcemenl
ratio are compared for the two iteration methods in Figure 78.

Unless otherwise stated, the following assumptions were made in the FE analyses:
r bond condition
r reinforcement type
o iteration method

t oad, F [kN]

4 0 _

- "good" (see Section 4.2.3),
= "normal ratio" (see Section 4.2.2), and
= BFGS secant method (see Section 4.3).

- BFGS secant
method

- Modrf ied Newton-
Raphson

150
Displacement, 6 [mm]

Figure 78 Comparison of the effect of the iteration methods used in the FE analyses of the
canti lever beam.

4,7.3.2 Effect of the bond-slip relation

Two different bond-slip relations, denoted "good" and "other", were compared in the analyses
of the cantilever beam. A comparison of the load-displacement relations for the different bond
conditions is shown in Fisures 79 and 80.
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Figure 79 l,oad-displacement relation for the FE analyses of the cantilever beam with low
reinforcement ratio for different bond conditions..
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Figure 80 toad-displacement relation for the FE analyses of the cantilever beam with high
reinforcement ratio for different bond conditions and different stress-strain
relations of concrete in compression.
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4.7.3.3 Effect of the reinforcement type

The FE analyses of the cantilever beam with low reinforcement ratio could simulate the
behaviour of the structure to the extent that the maximum stress value of the steel
reinforcement was reached. Thus, the effect that different mechanical properties of the
reinforcing steel have on the deformation capacity of the structure could be studied. Three
different stress-strain relations of the steel reinforcement were studied in the FE analyses, see
Section 4.2.2. The resulting load-displacement relations for the different reinforcement types
are compared in Figure 81.

The abrupt shifts obtained in the analysis assuming "high ratio" were due to a snap-through
behaviour (see Bathe (1996)) obtained when the maximum bond stress was reached in one of
the interface elements in the region of the beam closest to the column. This resulted in an
decrease of the tensile force (unloading) in the truss element, modelling the reinforcement
bars, connected to the interface element. When the bond stress reached its minimum value (at
a corresponding slip, sr, according to Figure 27) one of the two truss elements adjacent to the
unloaded truss element started to harden which resulted in a corresponding increase of the
external load, F. In the analyses, the amount of truss elements that had reached yielding, and
thus contributing to a higher deformation capacity, depended on whether a snap-through
behaviour occurred or not. [n the beams with "low ratio" and "norma] ratio" steel, three truss
elements reached yielding (of which only one element hardened); in the beam with "high

ratio" steel, five truss elements reached yielding and of these, four elements also started to
harden.

tnad, F [kN]

4 0 -

- , 'High rario',
- 'rNormal ratio''

"[,ow ratio

r00 150
Displacement, 6 [mm]

Figure 8 I load-displacement relation for the FE analyses of the cantilever beam for different
mechanical properties of the steel reinforcemenr.
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4.7.4 Discussion

The analyses of a cantilever beam were carried out to more thoroughly examine the effects of
different bond-slip relations and the mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement. The
displacement at f inal failure in the beam with low reinforcement ratio, when "other" bond
condition was assumed, was approximately 30 % higher than that obtained in the beam
assuming "good" bond condition. This supports the indications of the analyses of the frame
corner: a weak bond-slip relation has a positive effect on the deformation capacity of a
structure when rupture of the reinforcement bars is the cause of failure. The load capacity of
the beam was, as for the frame comer, relatively unaffected by the bond-slip relation. In the
beam with high reinforcement ratio. the bond-slip relation had negligible effect on both the
maximum load capacity and the deformation capacity. However, it should be noted that the
analyses indrcate that a weaker bond condition has a very minor negative effect on the
deformation capacity when crushing of the concrete is the cause of failure.

When a weak bond condition was assumed, the difference in tensile stress between the truss
elements (modelling the reinforcement bars) connected to each other, was less than that
observed when assuming a stiff bond condition. This caused a more rapid development of a
large plastic hinge in the reinforcement bars once yielding had occurred, which resulted in a
higher deformation capacity of the cantilever beam. ln the analyses where crushing of the
concrete was the cause of failure, the steel reinforcement did not start to harden. In a structure
where hardening of the steel reinforcement is followed by crushing of the concrete, the bond-
slip relation may still affect the deformatron capacity. However, it is important to note that a
stiff bond-slip relation ha-s a positive effect on the crack width in a serviceability limit state,
resulting in more but smaller cracks in a structure; thus, a stiff bond-slip relation gives the
structure a greater resistance to corrosion.

The effect of three different mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement was investigated
in this study. Apart from differences in the load capacity, which were due to drfferent ultimate
strengths of the reinforcement bars, the deformation capacity was noticeably affected by the
mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement; the cantilever beam modelled with the "high
ratio" steel produced a displacement at failure approximately 50 Vo larger than that obtained
when using the "normal ratio" steel. ln the analyses, the increase in the displacement at failure
was not proportional to the ratio of the different mechanical properties; where the "low ratio"
steel was assumed, the displacement at failure was approximately 95 7c of thal obtained in the
beam which had a "normal ratio" steel. This behaviour is probably partly due to the
discretisation in the finite element method. If a more dense element mesh had been used to
model the region next to the column, a larger plastic region in the steel reinforcement next to
the column had probably been obtained for the beam with the "normal ratio" steel and,
consequently, the total displacement at failure would have been larger. Therefore, it is difficult
to make a certain statement of how much the different mechanical properties of the steel
reinforcement affect the deformation capacity of a concrete structure. However, the difference
in total displacement at final failure of approximately 50 7c, between the beams with "high
ratio" and "low ratio" steel, seems quite reasonable.

When rupture of the reinforcement bars is the cause of final farlure, the value of the ultimate
strain of the steel reinforcement probably affects the total displacement in the analyses of the
cantilever beam. For a stnicture where crushing of the concrete is the cause of failure, the
importance of the steel ductilitv depends on what strarn values have been reached. If the
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reinforcement bars have just started to yield when this happens (as in the cantilever beam with
the high reinforcement ratio analysed above) the ductility of the steel has no effect at all.
However, when the reinforcement bars have started to harden, the mechanical properties of
the steel may be important, since it is these that determine the capacity for redistribution of
forces in a concrete structure, see Oberg ( 1976).

ln summary, to obtain a ductile structure, the most important factor is the yielding of the steel
reinforcement; the longer the reinforcement bars have yielded before final failure, the more
ductile is the behaviour obtained. Furthermore, once a strain large enough to obtain hardening
is reached, the mechanical properties of the steel can be of great importance; the plastic hinges
in a structure then spread over a larger area which offers an enhanced deformation capacity.
The stiffness of the bond-slip relation may affect the deformation capacity, provided strain
hardening of the reinforcing steel is reached. When rupture of the reinforcement bars is the
cause of failure, a weaker bond-slip relation, as mentioned above, has a positive effect on the
deformation capacity. However, since a stiffer bond-slip relation results in higher tensile
strains in the steel reinforcement, the steel hardens sooner. Consequently, provided that
hardening of the steel reinforcement is reached, a stiff bond-slip relation may have a positive
effect on the deformation capacity when crushing of the concrete is the cause of failure.
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5.1

CONCLUSIONS

General

The reinforcement detail ing allowed in the present Swedish regulations for the design of
frame corners in concrete civil defence shelters is complicated, which makes it difficult to
carry out correctly. Therefore, a new design proposal has been studied. Eight full-scale frame
corners subjected to a negative moment were tested. The parameters varied in the tests were
the reinforcement detailing, the reinforcement ratio, the reinforcement type and the
configuration of the reinforcement bars. Finite element analyses, using non-linear fracture
mechanics and plasticity, were carried out for frame corners with the new and the
conventional reinforcement detailings. Furthermore, the effects of the weakness of the
construction joint, the interaction between reinforcement and concrete, the mechanical
properties of the steel reinforcement, and incorrect positioning of reinforcement loops were
examined.

The tests and the FE analyses conducted have shown that the conventional and the new
reinforcement detailings for practical purposes are equivalent for a frame corner structure with
a low amount of reinforcement. Comparisons of tests and FE analyses indicate that this is also
the case for a frame corner with a high amount of reinforcement. Thus, the tests and analyses
support the idea that the new alternative is suitable to use instead of the conventional
reinforcement detailing.

The tests have shown that, whether or not the reinforcement bars are spliced in contact with
each other, there is no significant difference in the behaviour of the frame corner made with
the new detailing. The concrete side cover spalled off the frame corner of the specimens with
the high reinforcement ratio. This indicates that the expression to determine the minimum
bending radius of the reinforcement in Boverket's Handbook for Concrete Structures,
BBK 94, Boverket (1994), should not be used for reinforcement detailings of the t)?e used in
the new proposal.

To obtain a ductile structure, the most important factor is the yielding of the steel
reinforcement; the longer the reinforcement bars have yielded before final failure, the more
ductile is the behaviour obtained. However, the bond-slip relation and the mechanical
properties of the steel reinforcement can also have significant effect on the deformation
capacity. The FE analyses have shown that the stiffness of the structure is affected by the
bond-slip relation up to the point at which the steel reinforcement starts to yield: the higher
the stiffness of the bond-slip relation, the higher the stiffness of the structure. Depending on
the cause of final failure the bond-slip relation can have a noticeable effect on the deformation
capacity of a structure. When rupture of the reinforcement bars is the cause of final failure, a
weak bond-slip relation has a positive effect; when crushing of the concrete is the cause of
failure and hardening of the steel reinforcement is reached, a stiff bond-slip relation may have
a positive effect. However, when hardening of the steel reinforcement is not reached and
crushing of the concrete is the cause of failure, the bond-slip relation has negligible effect on
the deformation capacity of the structure. The maximum load capacity is relatively unaffected
by the bond-slip relation, independent of the amount of reinforcement. However, a stiffer
bond-slip relation does have a positive effect on the crack width, resulting in more, but
smaller, cracks in a structure which can be positive concerning the risk of corrosion of the
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steel reinforcement. It was also shown that the mechanical properties of the steel
reinforcement can have a considerable effect on how large the region of yielded reinforcement
will be; consequently, it can have a significant effect on the deformation capacity of a
structure.

The weakness of the construction joint affects the structurai behaviour of the frame corner
only in the initial cracking stage; its effect on the maximum load capacity is negligible. The
FE analyses have shown that an incorrect positioning of the reinforcement loops in the column
of the frame corner has a limited effect on the maximum load capacity.

It has been noted that the cracks have a tendency to propagate parallel to the element meshes
and, consequently, the crack pattern in a structure is slightly dependent on the element mesh.
The BFGS secant method was found to be a comparatively robust iteration method, well
suited for the kind of FE analyses carried out in this study. Fewer numerical problems were
encountered in the analyses when separate elements were used to model the reinforcement
bars: this is due to the lower sradient in the stress-strain curve used for the cracked concrete.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Research

tn this study, tests and FE analyses have been carried out only for a static loading. However, a

civi l  defence shelter must withstand impact loading such as explosions and fal l ing bui ldings;

consequently, the behaviour of the new reinforcement detailing when subjected to impact
loading needs to be studied.

The use of reinforcement loops has been examined only in frame comers connecting two

structural members, i.e. a beam and a column. Therefore, an examination of the use of

reinforcement loops in other t)?es of connections, e.g. T-joints or corners with an angle wider

than 90o, would be valuable.
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APPENDIX A Drawings of the Test Specimens in the
Second Test Series

The dimensions of the frame comer specimens are shown in Figure A-1. The amount and
posrtion of the reinforcement bars are shown in Figures A-2 and A-3.
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Figure A- I The dimensions of the test specimens.
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Figure A-2 Reinforcement bars used in specimens RV5 and RV6.
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Figure A-2 Reinforcement bars used in specimens RV7 and RV8
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APPENDIX B Concrete in Compression in the
FE Analyses

The response of the concrete in compression was modelled by a Drucker-Prager plasticity
model. The tbrmulation of the Drucker-Prager yield surface is given by

( B  l )

where ois the stress matrix. The projection matrix P and the projection vector zare given by

f t -
J  @,KI  =  

l -o '  
eo  -  u , f t 'o  -  kk l

2s in  0 ( r )u , = #  a n dr  3 -s inp( r )

P :

2 - r - 1 0 0 0
- 1 2 - 1 0 0 0
- 1 - 1 2 0 0 0

0  0  0  6 0 0
0  0  0  0 6 0
0  0  0  0 0 6

The scalar quantities d,rand p are given by

and
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where p(r) is the angle of internal friction as a function of a hardening parameter, rand @p is
the initial angle of internal friction. The hardening of the compressed concrete is described by
a relation between the cohesion and a hardening parameter. The cohesion, c, is calculated as

Here, /...r(e 
P,n,^,or) is the compressive strength as a function of the plastic strain in the

direction of the uniaxial stress, evaluated from standard tests on cylinders. In the analyses the

angle of internal friction was constant; thus, @(r) = Qo = Q and the expression in equation (B4)

can be written as

l - d r
c = J(.qt(e;^tu,. ,)  p

l - s i n @
c = J,..n1(€ini^Mt )-:--- 

-
zcosp

The hardening parameter r is defined as
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l -  d t
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where

2 sin ry(r)
A, ̂  =------------'  3 -s in ty ( r )

187)

tP un,^,ot is the plastic strain in the direction of the uniaxial stress and yr is the dilatancy angle.
In the analyses, associated plasticity was assumed; thus, the dilatancy angle was set equal to
the angle of intemal friction, i.e. ry = S.

According to Chen ( 1982), the compressive strength of concrete is increased by approximately
16 Vo when the concrete is subjected to an equal biaxial compression stress state (o2 I or = l);
the corresponding strain at maximum stress is increased by approximately 10 7o. Thus, a more
ductile stress-strain relation is obtained in an equal biaxial compression state than in a
uniaxial stress state, see Figure B-1. However, with the Drucker-Prager plasticity model used
in DIANA, it is not possible to obtain such an increase of the ductile behaviour in a biaxial
compression state. lnstead, contrary to what is expected, the result is a more brittle behaviour
with a substantial decrease in the strain at maximum stress. According to Chen, the ratio
between the plastic strains (at maximum stress), obtained in an equal biaxial compression
state and a uniaxial compression state, should be approximately 1.1. However, it can be
shown that with the plasticity model used in DIANA this ratio can at most reach a value of 0.5
(obtained when t1r = 0o). Consequently, when using this material model for compressed
concrete. a more brittle behaviour of concrete in compression is obtained for all stress states
other than the pure uniaxial one.
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FigureB-1 The difference in the stress-strain relations for concrete in uniaxial and equal
biaxial compression states, Chen (1982).

The cohesion-hardening parameter relation used in the FE analyses is determined to
correspond with the stress-strain relation from a uniaxial test, see equations (84) and (86).
The values of the cohesion and the hardening parameter both depend on the angle of internal
friction, f. Thus, P can be set to an arbitrary value and still give a stress-strain relation that
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corresponds to that from the uniaxial test; however, the choice of p also affects the stress-

strain relat ion in the other stress states. To obtain an rncrease in compressive strength in an

equal biaxial compression state, corresponding to that suggested by Chen (16 Vc), the angle of

internal fr ict ion, 0, should be set to approximately 10'.  However, according to

recommendations in the DL{NA manual, TNO ( 1993, 1996), the angle of internal fr ict ion was

approximated to be 30o in the FE analyses. This resulted in a 200 7c increase of the

compressive strength at an equal biaxial compression state compared to that in an uniaxial

stress state. Further, due to a misunderstanding, the hardening parameter r was set to be

equivalent to the plast ic strain €t,, ,- ,o1 when i t  should have been r = l .9lEtu,,,* iol  according

to equation (86); thus, the softening of the concrete in compression occurred at a lower strain

also for the uniaxral stress state. To examine the effect of these inconect material parameters

(i .e. @ = 30o and K= €Pun,^,ot),  an analysis of a frame comer specimen using more accurate

material parameters (0= l0' ,  K= 1.16€p,n,-,o1) was carr ied out, see Section 4.5.1. The stress-

strain relations for this analysis and for the concrete used in the other FE analyses are

compared for uniaxial and equal braxial compression states, see Figure B-2.
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Figure B-2 The difference in the stress-strain relations for concrete used in the FE analyses
when it is subjected to different compression states. The corresponding stress-
strain relation according to Chen (1982) is shown for comparison.
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